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Foreword

This publication has been developed to serve as a guide in designing,

4

implementing, and conducting an occupational exploration program. Comprehensive

occupational exploration as it now operates in North Carolina began on a pilot

basis in January 1970. After observing and evaluating these programs since

that time, the Middle Grades Exploration staff feels the 'recommendations'and

suggestions in this guide are sound and that exploratory programs should

attempt to follow the direction outlined, in so far as resources permit.

Although the local education agency has the flexibility to design and conduct

programs that will meetthe needs of students within the unit, the overall

purpose and objectives of occupational exploration should be,similar throughout the

State. Hopefully, this publication will assist as new programs are initiated

aid on-going ones modified.

Spring 1975
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Philosophy

Occupational e,"Dlorati:in is D4t"- of a segu-_:oljal educational Icess in the

_continuum From awareness to -2ccup,-,tional Droficiency. it is an essential and

4 integral Dart of the total develc4'ient,Qf an individual. The importance of

exploration is .,:!,Dhasi7ed by tt-e needs of the individual which can be met through

Productive emolowient and t±e of ' the production and distribution

OF cjOOCIS and cPrViCeL.

Every stuLk:nt ele.rlentary -1t,d ilh school, as a normal part

of his educational process. should serio;c, involved in activities and/or

-ronran dysinhed to he il: hi- -1LeiN
a :;reter awo-,,ness of the knowledges and

skills refluiud -For liv-j and worlihr!, "',.:and his occupational

horizons, dcvelee pcsitiva attitAds and a',-,5ro,,ria':e work habits, explore the

world of work, and pr9vigh )rf,-Irmatin h :h i-:f can act as he considers

possible 1..orcr tyr,n reading and employment,

A

arithmetic and incor*. , be made clear through the

efforts of teacner, as tnej cor-elato rfae n air, a' ol F,plorotion, occupational

information (-id acalenic subjects. or contribuLe to the

development of ,;holosonn avorationa! 1-' mil ,ctivitie s, to aesthetic

development, and to effK.tivc- s'-..vi,nt should h,_Lome a 'letter

interpreter technoloo!

programs serve "I" r

su,,r. Thus ey;-,loation



Stuoents generally need a greater understanding of the world of work,

exneriences that develop cognitive, affective, aria psychomotor skills,

opportunities to explore their capabilities and potentials along vitt'

experiences that build self-confidence. Hopefully students will be xotivated

to reach their educational objectives.

Awareness and exploration nrograms. and activities are steps in the

educational process leading eventually to successfu pursuit of a career pattern.

Activities should be designed to develop awareness and to expand occuoational

horizons. ":tcupational emphasis is essential to a beanced exploration pro-

gram in the middle and junior high school range.

.e*
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Mission Statement

The mission of occupational exploration for students in grades 7-9 is to' provide
experiences which are occupational in nature, represent typical job tasks, include
concepts representative of the world of work, and assist the student in self

appraisal.

Continuing Objectives for Grades 7-9

1. Students will appraise their individual interests, abilities, potentials,

desires and needs.

2. Students will develop positive self-concepts, positive attitudes toward
work, and social skills necessary for effective human relationships.

3. Students will recognize the dignity of each occupation and appreciate the
contributions which each make to our functioning society.

4. Students will explore employment trends and the nature of work in the
widest possible range of careers as related to their personal interest,
abilities, needs and desires.

5. Students will explore, participate in, and achieve success in basic skills

related to a variety of careers.

6. Students will develop an understanding cf how products and services are
designed, manufactured, distributed and/or utilized in the United States.

7. Students will practice creativity, initiative and decision-making in .

_solving problems relative to career planning, satisfaction of personal
and family responsibilities, and effective community living.

8. Students will make choices as they formulate educational plans for their

future in line with employment possibilities and appraisal of personal

potentials and limitations.

9. Students will develop attitudes and skills related to the appropriate

use of leisure time.
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Program Description of Occupational Exploration

Occupational exploratiTn is charged with the responsibility of providing students

With exploratory learning activities and information that will enable them to

wisely prepare for makingia living. It is a student-centered, activity-oriented

learning experience designed to equip the student with a relevant, meaningful

z
education.

As an educational program it has a unique, separate identity with its own

goals, objectives, content, strategies and activities. As such, it has three

basic aspects. Occupational information, student self7appraisal, and explora-

tory learning activities related to the fifteen occupational clusters are the

basic concerns of occupational exploration. Participation in exploration clubs

is also an important element in this aspect of the program.

Next, occupational exploration is designed, through a cooperative educa-

tional effort in conjunction with other disciplines, to provide atotal and

comprehensive approach to learning. Correlation of learning activities and

teaching methods, along with cooperative planning by occupational and academic

teachers of learning activity packages characterize this phase of explpration.

In this aspect, it is more of a "blend" of all disciplines.

Lastly, occupational exploration should strive to infuse occupational

information into the total school curriculum through the utilization of work-

related teaching examples and the incorporation of occupational facts into the

teaching materials of such subjects as language arts, social studies, math, ,end

science. This contributes toan awareness by students that all knowledge is

related to living. In this aspect, occupational education loses its distinctive-
, .

ness, but not its effectiveness.

1 0



Regardless of the approach, the final organization of the program will vary

ith each local administrative agency according to personnel, leadership, facili-

ties, and commitment to quality education. State leVe0 consultants are available

to as:ist-in the development and implementation of an effective program.

A-comprehensive approach will require the use of glalified teachers, a .

variety of instructional materials, adequate facilities, eqUipment and supplies.

Community support and resources will be essential. 'Two things must be kept in

mind - (A) Experiences in all fifteen clusters and occupational inforMation and

student self - appraisal are essential. (B) These experiences must be "exploratory.

Laboratory activities are essential for any well-organized, meaningful'

exploration program. A program not including such activities is considered in-

Careful planning is required for each activity, with the interests

and needs of students always receiving foremost consideration in the Oocess.

Students must be properly prepared prior to participating in each laboratory

activity and must also be provided with meaningf"1 follow-up experiences.

Activity for "activity sake" is highly undesirable and cannot be justified in an

exploratory program.

A legitimate occupational exploration experience can be identified when one

or more affirmative responses are derived when the following criteria are applied:

1. The activity simulates the performance of a typical job task which allows

students to see the relationship between the activity and the job requirement;

2. The activity simulates the skills that may be developed in high school

occupational offerings or at the post secondary level;

3. fhe activity provides occupational information which allows students to

understand fiell and level relationships (Career Ladder Concept) concerning

occupational clusters; and

4. The activity provides an opportunity for students to appraise themselves

in relation to job requirements and to present and future educational

opportunities.

11



Any activity not meeting one of the above criteria is highly questionable and should

be replaced by one more approWate.

The person(s) responsible for planning and implementing a program must

consider these factors, especially the assignment of teaching responiibiltties in

these cluster Areas. Of utmost importance will be the knowledge and competencies

of the individual teachers, rather than their formal training or particular teach-7

ing area. Therefore, suggested personnel would include any teacher and/ur para-

professional knowledgeable in the particular cluster area." However, it must be

remembered that if 50% of a teacher's schedule is in a certain area, he or she

must be *tified in that area (see certification, page 20). Providing instruction

in these cluster areas can be most effectively achieved through a cooperative

effort by all teachers in the school.
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Along with uqderctandlno the nature of occupational exploration, it'is necessary

to realiAe that in (1-'i vr edd ion the term, "career," refers to the broad connota-

tion of the :1v-P ),:upational exploration the e;:phasIs is placed

on helping stuJ-n s understand and prenre for that aspect of living including the

world of work.

The ornaniion of occup,r',enal exploration is based on "fifteen occupational

clusters" (defined a; a collection, group, or family of occupations for classification

purposes). These cluster areas include:

1. Agri-Business and Natural Resources

2. Environoiental control

3.. Marine Science
4. Business and Office
5. Cotrininications and Media

6., .MarLeting ard tion

7. Construction
8. , Manufacturing

9. Transportation
10. Fine rt-, and Hm,in-,ties

11. Public service
12. 'Personal Serve
13. ,onsuP:er :rd Hoolemik.ing

1; i elt-h

1' .ieRni l ti on

stuk4it self-appraisal, along with exploratory 4

.-hJract,-rite this occupational ex:Ilor-o-ice component.

ritlic?rilo'clanizedirlseveralwaYs.ExPerience has

shown that 10r- ..,/ would he to offer exploratory experiences in seven

of the fifte, t ,ever.th grade level and the other eight at the eighth

grade, with el those cluster; of greatest interest at the ninth

grade. tx:ad range (all 15) of the cluster offerings

at the seventh Ir11- .ind a rarrowini down of offering at the eighth and

ninth grad), interc,sts of the students.



pro4ram Scope

Grade
4

9 Clusters Industrie

0e,4, _Deeper Exploration Occupations Lab
Each occupational lab

schedules specific amountervtce

8 OccueAions Lab of time while stud mts are'

8 Clusters in their lab to go to OIC

'Broad Exsloration Environmental

Occusations Lab

for self - appraisal and
occupational information. /

7 Businets

i/

7 Clusters Occupations Lab

Broad Exploration

CLUSTER LABS OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

-TARGET LEVEL_ L:EN1ER

The target grade levels for an occupational program are_gracteA 7-9 as indicated by the

illustration above. The Muster concept is the b,se for explpralbn. Note that 15

f'-fcli9ters arf covered.in the grades 7 and 8. Activities at these two levels should provide

-

brow exploration. At the ninth grade students select 4 clusters of their individual interest

Four laboratories provide.the setting for students to engage in activities that

simulate jobs in tte world'of work (see illustration). The decision as to which cluster

are to be explored in these labs at the seventh and eighth grades is up to theilocal

education agency.

An integral part of occupational e. oration is the Occupational Information Center

(above illustration). notice that the Occupational Information Center is separate, but

yet supportive of the other 4 labs. The OIC serves'to assist in occupatioral information,

self-analysis, individual and group guidance, etc. All exploratory lab teachers should

schedule a specified amount of time for all students to work within the Occupational

Information Center during the period in which they are in each laboratory.

64,
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Exploratory tab Description and Sequencing

There are five exploratory labs in te comprehensive career exploration ,.rogram.

These labs-are for: Business Occupations; Environmental Occupations; Industrial

Occupations; Service Occupations; and the Occupational Information Center. Each should

be large enough to accommodate l6-M students with 4 to 5 work stations in which

4 to 5 students will work. Equipment, materials, and activities conducted in

these labs should be considered on the basis of these four criteria:

1. The activity simulates the performance of a typical job task which

_ allows student, to see the relationship between activity and the job

requirement.

2.- The activity simulates the skills that may be developed in high school

occupational offerings or at the post secondary level.

3. The activity provides occupational information which allows students

to understand field and level relationships (Career Ladder Concept)

concerning occupational clusters.

4 The activity provides an opportunity for students to appraise themselves

in relation to job requirements and to present and future edhcational

opportunities.

Below-are listed t4elatortiteries_and_the clustev.s generally explored within

the labs.

Business Occupations Exploratort Lab

ClUsters. Business and Office, Distribution & Mar'eting,

Communications and Media

Environmental Occupations Exploratory Lab

Clusters: Agri-Business and Natural Resources,
EnVironmental Control, Marine Science,

Hospitality and Recreation
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Industrial Occupations Exploratory Lab

Clusters: Manufacturing, Construction
Transportation, Fine Arts

Service Occupations Ex lorator Lab

Clusters: Consumer and Homemaking, Health Occupations,.

Personal Service, Public Service,
Hospitality and Recreation

Occupational Information Center

Occupational Information, Self-Appraisal, Individual & Group Guidance

The following discussion and illustration is an exam le of how tie fifteen clusters

might be explored during the seventh and eighth grades. The ninth grade affords the

student an opportunity to further his interest in exploration.

Please note that the labs and clusters chosen for exploration ar. the seventh and

eighth grades is an example. A LEA may wish to choose a different schedule of the

labs at these tdo levels.

SEVATH GRADE

Seventh graders spend 72 periods in the exploratory program. Thirty-six (36)

periods are spent in each of two lab.xatoriel exploring seven occupational cluster:.

At the end of 36 periods, students otate to the second laboratory. Students should

be scheduled in the Occupational Ioformation Center at least six periods or the equ'valent

during ditch laboratory cycle. (The center should be used at those tries most appropr1-

ate for students.) The diagram Lelow illustrates the rotation.

1

Exploratory
Laboratory I
(3 clusters)

30 Periods of Lab
Activity

Exploratory
Laboratory II
(4 clusters)

30 Periods of Lab\ Activity

36 Periods

Students spend
6 Periods in OK

Students spend Center

6 Periods in OIC ,/

36 Pliktojes

ti



EIGHTH GRADE

At the eighth grade level, students spend 108 periods in the program. Fifty-

four (54) periods are spent in each of two laboratories exploring the eight clusters

not covered in the seventh grade. At the end of 54 periods, students rotate to the

other laboratory. At least 9 periods or the equivalent during each laboratory cycle

should be scheduled for act' ities in the Occupational Information Center. The

following diagram illustrate the rotation.

Exploratory
Laboratory III
(4 clusters)

45 Periods of Lab
Aptivity

Exploratory
Laboratory IV

(4 clusters)
45 Periods of Lab

Activity

54 Periods .

a Periods in OIC

9 Periods in OIC

54 Periods

Center
sr

NINTH GRADE

Ninth graders elect the four clusters of greatest interest and spend 180 periods

exploring in greater depth. Thirty-six (36) periods or the equivalent during the year

should be scheduled for activities in the Occupational Information Center (one period

per week).

Students
Elect 4 Clusters

for

Indepth Exploration

144 Periods in

Laboratories

180 Periods

36 Periods in OIC
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An alternative approach would be to offer exploratory experiences in all

fifteen clusters at the seventh grade level. At the eighth grade level students

could choose at least eight of the fifteen clusters for further exploration. Ninth

graders could elect the four clusters of greatest interest for in-depth experiences.

Scheduling, for a comprehensive exploration program depends on the

number of personnel, available facilities, enrollment, etc. It is suggested that

a block of students be scheduled into the total prograM and the

team of occupational education teachers then organize the students into appropriate

exploratory laboratories. The suggested periods per week, per year for scheduling

are as follows:

Two periods per week at the seventh grade level

Three periods per week at the eighth grade level

Five periods per week at the ninth grade level

Due to the nature of exploratory activities and the fact that most are

individualized to a great extent, 16-20 students per class is recommended.

STAFF SIZE AND SCHEDULING

In the planning of exploratory experiences for students grades 7-9, several

factors must be reconciled. Although this is not a complete list, the following

must be considered:

1. Student body size by grade and grades to be included

2. Number of periods per day

3, Period length (45 or 5S . autes)

4. Serve all students to at least minimum recommendation

5. A common planning period be provided for each exploratory teacher.

When data is gathered and decisions are reached. it is then possible to determine

staff and facility needs.
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FACILIT.F5

It shoull to culicu- ti Wet that tioro are many ifiabin to be _unsidered
in plaming to e exploratory labs. The number of teachers
and labs to be u:,ed Le d1J:1 Lurl aecerding to student body size, etc-. Lon-
sideration malt allo tc given tc ;ab sizes if existing facilities;ore to be used.

Despite the 1-11,4 y ;;'1 J. exist from LEA to LEA and based ore the 'average

situation,' it appears that 'Nod typical program would be organized to include
fie -teachers and Five separate laboratories. Each lab should have 5 different
work or activity areas to accommodate up to four students each Four of the five

laboratories s,loul be designed for occupational cluster activities while the fifth is
designed for career informaton and Student noted elsewhere,
the cluster approach is the focal point for this program and each lal.,:nculd be
designed to meet student n,eds Lased on the final determination dS to

which teacher will have primory responsibility for each of the care:6'clu;ters.

Many LEA's nave achloved Teat success in structuring labs from stdvdard size
classrooms while other; have eliminated partitions to assure ampll: - oar_.:.

EQUIPMENT

One of the factors(ct this program which makes it somewhat difereH'from the
'.regular occupatimill procif,ims is the fact that the equipent f)r

specific lab uoes nut "20 16 ounce claw hammer;" or "3:1

keyboard, manual typewriters." Willie this program wifl require frcim 3 to U

the above mentioned, it is not essential and not desirable to have such clan-
tities or those kinds of equipment. gather, it is essential to have a fc:, of

each of a large number of different items of associated or related :!quipm,?nt.
60-=these items are placed ;n specific "work stations" or housed in rerlar tool
storage areas until need arises. There should always be a sufficie,it number
and varietr of toots. and equvent so that each student can be prod::ctIvely
engaged. Where occassonally large expensive pieces of equipment such as a

:1700 to cash repstur night be highly desirable, it might also be too
expensive 'n of available resources. A used or less expensivefInodel

available S7, to could serve the same purpose if judiciously selected.
Generally, ail equipment purchase decisions should be based on "need/tic,'

criteria, i e , What do you need to implement the program? How will 1 , be

used in Wlemr?nting tne cluster approach? Because of the high level of
"dynamics" that ,,ould ex',t in each lab, there is a need to utilize every piece
of equipment and Lvfry inch of space; therefore,' unused equipment or "dust
colt" -tors" should be promptly disposed of and replaced with high motivation items.

TEACHING MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

Each lab will require an assortment of teaching materials and a relatively large

quantity of expendable supplies. All labs will use varied media, some

continuously, some regularly. The Occupational Information Center will need a large

assortment on a relatively full time oasis. The teaching materials needed will
include such things as career game, catalogues, newspapers and an assortment

of others.

Teaching supplies {expendables) are an absolute requisite and the need will be

continuous. A program that meets all other criteria but lacks the essential
expendable supplies will prove to be totally disfunctional. Teachers should be

encouraged at all times to do the best with what they have; but if students
are to profit from the program, there must be ample and varied supplies.

19
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Cl'reer Exploration Clubs of America (CECA)

Career clubs are an inteordl part of the total program of occupational exploration.
In general, they provide an opportunity for the student to be with friends,to
identify with a specific field of interest, to gain recognition from his peers,
teacners, and other adult-,, to be of service, and to gain a sense of identification.

Some of the contributions of a career exploration club include --

(1) The student gains a variety of firsthand experience through consistent
contact with personnel working in a specific occupational area.

(2) The student learns if he is qualified and interested in obtaining the
_ necessary education and experience to enter-his chosen field.
The student is apprised of the opportunities available in a specific
occupation to ar occupational education graduate.

(4) The student gains experiences in leadership roles as a member of his
youth organization.

(5) The student gains an awareness of the professional organizaL:uns which
exist to help hitd in his career choice, and in attaining his career goals

Career Exploration Llubs oc America supply the vehicle for relatino o clivtional
competence and. significance to the student's work environment: and his role :h society.
Such clubs also provide a laboratory fcr securing experience not possible through
the other aspects of thP curriculum.

Strategies for Implementing a Program of Occupational Exploration

Local Interest

Local administrators interested in i;vestigating the possibility of beginning
a program of exploration shoula begin by reviewing the literature and the research
findings concerning programs of this nature. Professional magazines, such as the
American Vocational Journal, and the Educational Research Information Center (ERIC
system) are excellent sources which_describe a multitude of programs.

Visit Successful Programs in North Carolina
North Carolina has approximately 75 administrative units witn exploratory pro-

grams. It is recommended that the interested administrator visit several successful

programs. The State staff will assist in scheduling such visitation if contacted.

DETERMINE NEED FOR LOCAL PROGRAM
After reading about and visiting successful exploratory programs, administrators

must determine whether there exists a need for such a program in their units. Once

the decision is made to initiate the program, all persons concerned must become
involved in the planning process if the most meaningful experiences are to be

provided for students.

Plan and Describe the Instructional Program
Experience has proved that the most successful programs are those which were

implemented only after careful planning. The purpose must be clearly stated;
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-the wntinuintj objectives
easili'o,)derstood; and the soecific objectives measurable

if a valid evaluation is to i 2 made.

0
Various approachcr car be made in 01,wnirg a program. It is recommended, however,

that a darning team, composed of an aoministrator, the principal, and teachers be

organized. Parents and connunity leavers might also mike a contribution in planning.

inikteam should stuay'the exploratory neens of students and develop an instructional

progr c-ared to meet these needs. Area Directors of Occupational EducWon should

bP cailec on for advice during the planning process.

In designing the program, afl aspects of the program should be planned including

tie teaners needed (number and t?pe), facilities, equipment, materials and supplies,'

scup- ard sequencing of clusters, tree utilization of'community resources, and

pre-service and in-service preparation for teachers.

Orient Fac,ilv and Administrators

cjnCe the plan has been deveio[ it is esseotiaT that the entire faculty, along,

win the principal and members of the central office staff, be brought together for

d full elanation and discussion of what is to be accomplished. There must be

co,Ylitment from all concerned if the program is to' succeed.

Oriert ,nd Others in School Community

t 1,, rot ero-ch for school personnel alone to have q. commitment to a program.

If :;,cs.f;c:-1,exploration is to be ;ucces,Cui, parents and the school community must

47!derst support tf-, concept.

c meeting designed to fully explain the program prior to it beginning--

is one means of derelopino an understanding and support for the approach. The

comwun-ty can make a significant contribution to such a program ;'however, before

such support dill be forthcoming, it is impera,,,e that good public relations be

In'operation:

3port fr Program_

Occupational education by its very nature has traditionally cost money.

Exploration also requires adequate financing to operate effectively. The extent

of cost depends on the comprehenSiveness of the program, the number of personnel

21
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needed, the facilities; equip,-,,mt, materials:and supplies which gust be provided.

Housing, teachers and equipment alone are not sufficient for good programs. There

must be adequate funds available fUi materials and expendable supplies.

Currently, there are four ways in which exploratory programs are financed in

North Carolina.

1. Sixty-seven units have specially-funded projects with monies coming froi

the state to support the programs. These dollars are limited and it is doubtful

that much if any expansion can be expected from these funds. s

2. Several units have assigned personnel from the regular occupational man

month allottr.:nt to work in exploratory programs. State Board of Education policy 3

perMits man months to be used for exploratory programs; however, they must not

be used in grades lower than the seventh. This is one possibility for a local unit

to secure personnel. Regular occupational equipment and material dollars may also

he used for exploratory programs just as for other occupational areas.

3. A few administrative units have used locally paid teachers to conduct

exploratory progrgms. and this possibility should not be overlooked.

4. In a few instances, regular ADM teachers are used to provide an occupational

exploration program. There is an abundance of talent VI all school faculties.

Local administrators should survey the talents. -This could be done on a limited

basis in almost every school in North Carolina.

Pre-Service and In-Service Education

For any program to be successful, adequate teacher preparation is essential.

No program of occupational exploration ....timid be attempted before all personnel involved

have satisfactorily completed the necessary prep
N,

aration. In Appendix A, is a pre-
.

service or in-service for wff ich shoaTd prdvide guidance to-loca units-In threir-
.

staff development efforts.
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Orientation Session for Students

It was recommended earlier that parents be oriented to occupational exploration

before beginning a program. It is equally important that students know the

nature of the program prior to their participation. In many schools the students

are the best salesmen for exploratory activities, which indicates their responsive-

ness to new ideas.

Evaluate and Modify Programs

When the program becomes operational, evaluation should become an integral part

of the process. The evaluation should be bUiltaround program objectives. I

objectives are not being met but still seem appropriate, new strategies must be

developed which do meet the objectives. An occupational exploration program should,

therefore, be one of constant experimentation, evaluation, and modification 4..o

better meet continuing and specific objectives.
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Recommended Personal Characteristics, Competencies'(Professional & Subject Matter)

For Every Occupational Exploration Teacher

How important is the occupational exploration teacher and what are some desirable

characteristics of an effective teacher? Study after study has confirmed the impor-

tance of the student-teacher relationship in the learning process. One such work,

Clinical Supervision,, by Robert Goldhammer, emphatically suggests that, it is the

relationship that teaches rather than the text." Goldhammer further states that the

teacher's emotional capacities, cognitive styling, philosophy of life, personal values,

and relationship to himself directly affect his teaching essence.

With this in mind, the following PERSONAL.characteristics would seem-appropriate

Aesiratle for occupational'exploration teachers.

A Teacher Must:

A. Think well of himself and others

B. Possess a unified and integrated 'personality that will enable him to
let along well with others and maintain effective communication

C. Maintain and live human values, thereby through example, encourage
students to develop appropriate values for themselves

O. Be receptive to experience and ideas and be able to allow his students

to be open and Inquisitive

E. Possess competencies that will resu in constructive learning experiences

F. Be spontaneous, responsive, and "permissive." with his students

G. Through concentr'ation'on the needs, problems and-feelings of students,

enjoy his teaching efforts

H. Have a sympathetic, tolerant understanding of weaknesses in others

1...Treat situations faZtually

J. Be able to u e the English language effectively

---K. eve constructiiaorofessional attitude and a:rienuine interest in and

respect for teaching

L. Endeavor Lo improve his teaching competence since he is basically a Tear-ner-

M. Command the professional respect Of his colleagues

N. Recognize the dignity and worth of each lnc" idua)

2i



Professional Competencies

tro

A Teacher Should Have: -

*

A. Experience in a wide variety of teaching methods and techniques and materials

b. A working knowledge of related fields

C. Had, within the last three yoars, summer school experience or other fjorms of

pre and/or in-service preparation in occupational exploration

D. Experience in professional organizations

E. The ability to plan &ni guide worthwhile exploration experiences

F. The foresight to provide opportunities for students to correlate, analyze,
and synthesize ideas and materials and to explore wide and varied data

G. .The knoi-how to encourage students to participate in exploratory experiences
which will promote the development of original expressfbns and creativity

H. The ability to work as a member of an interdisciplinary team

Subject6atter Competencies

A Teacher Should Have:

_A. The ability to identify and effectively utilize occupational information

available from various sources

B. Arrupderstanding and can identify fifteen occupational clusters, identify
entry-level jobs irAach cluster area, and identify the :lob skills required

for each job

C. The educational background necessary to describe the hierarchy of jobs

in each occupational cluster and identify educational and/or skill requirements

for each level

D. The ability to recognize and can utilize benefits to be derived from

community resources

E. An understanding of the basic principles of our economics_and their relation-

ship to occupational endeavors and can relate these to appropriate student

activities

F. First-hand knowledge of the world of work

G. The knowledge of appraisal instruments that will assist students in appraising

personal potential and motivate them to explore capabilities in diversified

_areas of their occupati.Jnal interest

H. The know-how to organize learning centers for individuals and groups of

students to explore career interests

ti



I. An understanding of the occupational exploration's role in designing and

implementing instructional experiences through which students may compare
interest and aptitudes with work requirements in a variety of occupations

J. The competence to synthesize data based on social, economic, political,
and technological conditions a'.) they affect labor market trends over the

next ten years

Teacher Certification

Until such time as regular college courses are designed to adequately prepare

teachers specifically for teaching in exploratory programs, the following method

will be used for certification. Anyone h6lding a regular North Carolina Teacher's

Certificate Class A or G and who attends one state-sponsored exploration

workshop and one local state-approved workshop will be issued a Vocational Certificate

in occupational exploration. Several colleges and universities have expressed interest

fn developing courses for training exploratory teachers. When these are operational,

consideration will be given to establishing new criteria for certification'. In

the interim, however, certification which is required for specially state-funded

positions (middle grades projects) and man monOjiositions will be met in the manner

outlined abg-ve.

111411.- .1>
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Evaluation of 9ccuPational Exploration Programs,

Program Evaluation

Evaluation by school personnel is concerned with finding what is done in the
school with students and how change may be brought about to help them realize their,'
potentials as completely as possible. The evaluation process should be guided by

the objectives for learners as outlined in a comprehensive curriculum plan. The

evaluation of -the sum total of the learners' progress can be diredtly related to
the school's Propress in planning.

With an occupational exploration emphasis in the curriculum, a variety of
techniques of evaluation must be used to determine its effectiveness. In essence this

evaluation is evaluation of the entire curriculum. Traditionally, formal tests,

usually of a standardized and written nature, have been used as the main instru-

ment of e,.Iluation. Other forms of evaluation, including use of interviews,
anecdotal (Tcords, experience diaries, check lists, and other forms of informal

tests must be used more and more. Even with informal tests; however, there must

be common format:"arid-Uniformity of application. Teachers, in particular, need

to know a-great deal about evaluation and how to use-specific evaluative .techniques.

There is a need to go beyond measuring of information learned and skills

acquired. There is concern with the kinds of habits and attitudes children are

forming. The question of concepts,' thinking ability, interests, appreciations

and personal adjustment must be considered. Additionally, the extent to which

the student is using and applying knowledge andskills must be, evaluated.

As the LEA sets up a continuous evaluation'process the following questions

might be considered:

r
:In what ways are we creating an atmosphere in which ,learners interrelate

their learnings?

What assumptions are we making about these students - their experiences,

their interests, their abilities?

In wnat ways are we insuring the inclusion of basic knowledge and skills

in each student's school Okperience? How do we know?

- What guidance are we offering in improving the.learning processes of

each student?

Are we developing the thinking potential of each student? How? How do .

we know?

-How are we helping each learner to cept responsibility?

-What quidu,ce are we offering to help the student make sound decisions?

-By what means are we reinforcing the learner in his direction of achievement?

I



- Are we assessing the teaching proceses that seem te impede the learning

of some students?

Finally, it must be remembered the primary purpose of evaluation is the

*prole sent of teaching and learning.
-A

54dent Evaluation

While cisioim for grading,req.with the local education agency, it is

recommend hat letter or numerical grades not be given fov occupation1 exploratory

activities. If the local unit requires that grades be given each student, it

is felt that theylhould,be based on the following,criteria:

1. Dvelolent of good work habits,'

. .

2. Attitud,p toward work or performance.

.43. Student ihftiative.

26
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Introduction to Appendices .for

A Guide for Implementing and Conducting A

Middle Grades Occupational Exploration Program

The following appendices should be helpful to local units in designing in-

service programs, arranging the various laboratories for exploratory programs,

purchasing equipment, selecting supplies and teaching materials, and in develop-

ing instructional material. Each laboratory is described outlining some possible

occupational cluster combinations. Equipment and materials lists are provided to

assist in purchasing that most appropriate for exploratory experiences.

Each laboratory has an instructional prototype for individualizing Instruc-

tion. It-is 'hoped each teacher can use the example given for his or her labora-

tory area and develop additional instructional units for the clutters to be

taught.

The following information concerning funding is provided in the hopes that

by carefully reviewing these regulations many of the problems of the past for

specially-funded projects can be eliminated.

Funds appropriated for exploration programs are to be used in

providing instructional and supportive services to youth in grades seven through

nine for the specific purpose of exploring the world of work. ExpenditUres

may be made for additional instructional and supportive personnel as well as

for equipment, materials, travel,, transportation and other appropriate expenr,es

directly tied to the objectives and guidelines of the exploration program

and are necessary for its implementation.

Such expenditures as those for facility maintenance, bask classroom

furniture for students and teachers, floor coverings, and other exper'es normally

associated with the operation of a school plant and its educational program

must be bane by the local educational agency,

)



Such expenditures -asthef-orllowing may be made:

A. Salaries, Instructional - Vocationally certified teaching
personnel--full-time and part-time.

B. Salaries, Supportive - Non-teaching personnel, para-professionals,

guidance counselors, and other appropriate personnel.

C. Fringe Benefits - Matching requirements for Social Security,
retirement, hospitalization and disability insurance.

D. Materials Consumable and non-Lisumable instructional materials.
(Items must be appropriate and tied to the objectives of the

program.) Consumable supplies purchased through these funds may

not be used to be made into products to be sold or for the

personal use of teachers, students, or others. Costs for

materials of a recreational, cultural, or general education nature

must be paid for from other sources,

F. Equipment - instructional equipment applicable to the
exploration program and tied to its objectives and guidelines.
An inventory must be maintained on items costing $200 t more.

Costs for equipment of a recreational, cultural, or ge al

education nature must be paid-for from other sources.

F. Contractural Services - Consultant fees and travel (subSistence

must be paid for by the consultant)

G. Travel - Offitial travel and subsistence costs and supportive

salary personnel.

H. Transportation Costs for studenttransportation or field

trips directly tied to program objctives. Costs for field

trips of a recreational, cultural,or general education nature

hiust be paid for from other sourceS.

I. In-Service Workshops - Salaries or tipends, travel, subsistence

and registration fees for in-service training of non-clerical

personnel. Costs for substitutes may be paid only for those

personnel employed through the explOration program.

J. Other Expenses - Rental of space, communications, office materials

and other costs directly attributal,to the exploration

program, its objectives and guidelines.

)Yhe State staff stands ready to assist any unit needing

assistance in implementing and conducting an occupational exploration program. We can

be reached by calling Area Code (919) 829-7977 or writing: Middle Grades Occupational
Exploration Section
Division of Occupational Ed.
N. C. Department of

Public Instruction
Raleigh, N. C. 27611

31



STATE APPROVED
IN- ERVICI: EDUCATION GUIDELINES

MIDDLE GRADES OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION

Introduction

Personnel in staff development at the local education agency is requesting that

the State staff assist them in planning for in-service and/or pre-service for teachers,

para-professionals, and administrators who wish to implement or improve a compre-

hensive occupational exploration program in the junior high-middle school. It is also

indicated in the Occupational Exploration Teacher Certification Standards that "approved

credit" from the chief consultant of occupationaLexploration-mu-st-be-retotmended-for

issuance of certificate credit.

Therefore, the following in-service/pre-service guidelines are recommended:

I. Name of LEA Sponsoring In-Service/Pre-Service Education

II. Site of In-Service/Pre-Service

Dates

IV. Target Group

(Fromr (To)

V. Director of Staff Development and Planners

VI, Teaching Staff

*It is strongly recommended that at least one member of the planning team has been

fully certified in .liddlo grades occupational exploration.

3.4
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VII. Projected Number of Participants

VIII. Purpose

A. Develop competencies needed to teach and administer a comprehensive occupa-

tional exploration program using simultaneous multi-teaching station in each'

laboratory.

B. Develop a comprehensive curriculum design utilizing all disciplines in

an exploratory proar,m based on fifteen broad based clusters as outlined

in the riuide For Designing and Implementing A Middle Grades Occupational

Exploration Program.

C. Develop an understanding of the three major components of occupational

exploration.

1. Infuse and correlate occupational information and activities into

all subject areas

2. Provide ot_cuoational information and student self-appraisal on croup

and individual basis (Guidance)

7-'rovid exploratory activities in the broad occupational clusters

locally initIated media, content, methods, and utilizatiOn based

on monwe dvailable, current curriculum trends, school organization, etc.

E. Clther

IX. Objects

1. Provide studt;ats with opportunities and assistance for appraisal of their

individual abilities, potentials, interests, desires, and needs.

2. Provide students with laboratory and classroom experiences and activities

which correlate occupational information with all subject areas through

the joint efforts of academic and exploration teachers.

3. Provide learning experiences which should assist students in identifying

occupational opportunities (locally, statewide, and nationally) as well

as exploring occupations and trends relative to the mobile labor force.
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4. Provide students w-th educational experiences which are relevant to

their career deveiupment p.

5. Provide individualized and group instruction and related services as are

needed for students to enter the labor market or to continue their

education.

6. Provide students with opportunities to nurture creativity, and develop

technical problem-solving skills related to materials, tools, machines,

and processes..

7. Provide students with opportunities to study the agricultural, economfc,

and industrial system by which goods and services are produced and

distributed.

8. Provide students with assistance in developing desirable attitudes

toward work and in recognizing the dignity of every occupation.
r

9. Provide students with opportunities to experience success and to develop

personal pride.

10. Pro:lde students with opportunities to experience activities in which

tne,y learn to accept responsibilities and to make decisions.

11. Provide 1.1idents with opportunities to experience activities which

tFerr with occupational education opportunities at the high

school died w-A-liek school levels,.

X. Basic Content

A. Principles, philcsophy, and concepts of occupational exploration

B. Methods and cechnciu.,,s'of teaching occuational exploration

C. Experiences in the 7.-areer clusters plus ncr.upational information center activities

XI. Suggested Act!'le:

A. 0vervie4, J.,ttification, objectives, philosophy, content outline,

evaluation procedures hours

B. Methods and tcmicioas hours

C. Guidance principles and practices hours 34
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D. Field trips to "where the action hours

E. Resource personnel "bringing the action to you" hours

F1. Experiences in the fifteen cluster areas working with materials, tools,

equipment, processesi and procedures

G. Curriculum Development hours

1. Infusion and correlation of subject content and career development

2. Develop individualized instruction materials for students

3. Develop a scope and sequence to fit local needs

4-: ti- mediated approaches

5. Other

H. Other,

XII. Seminars hours

A. Provide for group discussion periodically to critique practices and progress

B. Provide for group discussion to summarize and indicate a plan of action

XIII. Evaluation

Evaluation will be done by both the staff and the participants.

Staff evaluation will concentrate on prior planning, conduct of the institute,

responsiveness of the participants, and the degree to which objectives were met.

Participants' evaluation will concentrate on prior knowledge on the'purpose

of the institute, content of the institute, procedures used, the degree to which

.
the objectives were met, and the perceived confidence to plan and implement an

effective exploration program locally.

XIV. Suggested Resource Personnel and Implementers

A. Local staff development personnel

B. Guidance personnel

C. Local occupational personnel 7 director and staff

D. Experienced personnel in existing exploration programs especially those

O

who have attended prior workshops and inservice programs.

3o
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E. Department of Public Instruction Occupational Exploration staff

F.- Local business, management, industry, professional, etc., personnel

G. Local Employment Security personnel

H. Consultants - education, lay, organizations

I. Teacher education institutions

J. Other
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BUSINESS & OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EXPLORATORY LAB
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BUSINESS OCCUPATIONS EXPLORATORY LAB

CLUSTERS: BUSINESS. AND OFFICE
DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA

As may be noted on the adjacent lab layout, there are a large number of student .

exploratory areas. It is doubtful that any school would, be able to include all

areas indicated. They have been included because they are considered appropriate

and it is felt that schools will include those that they feel canbe provided.

In offering instruction-,using the cluster approach, it should be understood that

there is often an "overlap" within the clusters. Photography (studio & darkroom),

silkscreening, printing and block printing included in this layout could be trans-

ferred to the Industrial Occupations Lab if more adequate instruction-could result

therein.

The floor plan indicates use according to environmental 'needs and activity area

similarities. These activities could be categorized as one of the following: .Quiet,

Noisy, "Messy,' "Noisy-Messy". and Busy. A quick glance at the layout will indicate

that "duplicating" is located in a "noisy-messy" zone fairly close to the lavatory

for cleanup purposes and adjacent to other fairly noisy activities. The intent Is

to veclude disturbance of "quiet" activities by others.

Si ze:

Lighting:

Ventilation:

Electricity:

Carpeti ng:

Safety:

Storage Areas:

SPECIAL FACILITIES CONSIDERATIONS

Sample layout 1980 sq. ft. - very large
Minimum recommended - 900 sq. ft.
Considered optimum - 1500 sq. ft.

30-50 foot candles glare free

30 ft. candles adequate for reception area
50 ft. candles needed in typing, ad layoa, etc.

Needed to eliminate toxic (darkroom) or offensive odors

(Inks; paints, thinners, etc. )
Outlets desirable every 6 ft. around room

Wi remold outlets around the perimeter are preferred

Highly desirable in reference area and right hand side of lao

up to and including photo studio. Could be used in most of in,

but would be a liability in printing or other "messy areas."

Safety precautions should be exercised in all areas at all times.

Goggles should be used in the darkroom.
Needed for overall supply storage of laboratory; student storage

for uncompleted activities and persOnal belongings while in lab;

aprons and protective toverings for use in photographing, printing,

and mimeographing sections.

O
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buSINESS/OCCUPATIONS EXPLORATORY LAB

CLUSTERS: BUSINESS & OFFICE, DISTRIBUTION & MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA

.

,

7

),

Storage Ad

Design

Duplicating

Mimeographing

Printing

Typing

C uoter
w sink

Silk-
screening

Block

Printing

GENERAL

Data Processing
...

Calculating

Adding

Cash Register

WORK

Darkroom

\-

Photo

. Studio

i

Record-
Radio/TV ing

Announcing Studio

AREA

Merchandise Checkout

Checkwriting

Weighing

Merchandise-Display

Bulletin Board

Dictation

Reception

il
Proofreading .

Filing

Mail Sorting

&

Weighing

Tele-trainer
----SI

Bulletin Board
1

Reference Area

G 0
!V)

Bookshelves
40
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BUSINESS OCCUPATIONS EXPLORATORY LAB

CLUSTERS: BUSINESS AND OFFICE
DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA

SUGGESTED FURNITURE AND FACILITIES:

1. Typing tables (5) (adjustable)

2. Tables (3) 36"x42"x96" or 4-6 trapezoidal tables

3. Round tables 72" diameter (2)

4. Storage cabinet 24"x96"x96" (2)

*5. Teacher's desk (1)

6. Storage cabinets wtcounter top 24"x144" (1)

7. Wall cabine-t-s-46"x144"

8. Storage cabinets w/counter & sink 30"x96" (1)

9. Switchboard tole- trainer 48"x48" (1)

10. Bulletin Boards (wall) 4 "x96" (3)

11. Showcase w/sliding glass doors (ceiling to wall) 48"x24"x10' (1)

12. File cabinets 4"x30" ( drawer) (2)

13. Bookcase (1/2 wP1) w/s anted shelves (2). & regular shelves (2) 72"x24" (1)

*14. Af,propriate seating

*15. Ample electrical outlet- or approximate 40' space wire mould strips

*16 Darkroom w/safety ligh s, sink & water, base and wall storage approximately

5'xP'x rail height or ' - (optional)

*17. Recordirq sLudfb sft.pd proof, approximately 5'x8' - electrical outlets,

worktable grid appropri to lighting - (optional)

18. Periodical rack

19 Portable bookcase/divi ers

*Not to be, purchased by St to

4u
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BUSINESS OCCUPATIONS EXPLORATORY LAB'

CLUSTERS: BUSINESS AND OFFICE
DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA

MAJOR EQUIPMENT TO BE CONSIDERED:

1. Cash register
2. Spirit duplicator
3. Manual typewriters '(4-6)
4. Adding machines (2)
5. Offset machine
6. Shorthand machine
7. Calculator
8. Camera
9. Enlarger ti

10. Mannequin
11. Checkwriter
12. DiCtating machine
13. , 'Scales - Postage/grocery
14..1Stencil duplicator
15. . Keypunch or simulator
16. Cartridge type teaching machine
17. Printing press & accessories
18. Video camera & recorder
19. TV monitor
20. Duplicating cabinet
21. Sound on slide equipment
22. Audiovisli equipment, if not available from other departments, such as:

16 mm sound projector
8 mm projector
Strip/slide projector .

Tape & record players
Audiovisual movable stands
Overhead projector

SMALL EQUIPMENT TO BE CONSIDERED

1. Styli (for stencils)
2. Silkscreen frame
3. Credit card charge machine
4. Cassette player (only)
5. Cassette recorder
6. Pliers
7. Assorted screwdrivers
8. Staplers
9. -Rulers

10. Scissors
11. Tape dispensers
12. Soap dispensers
13. Photo developing trays
14. Card files - 3x5 or 4x6

41
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BUSINESS OCCUPATIONS EXPLORATORY LAB,

CLUSTERS: BUSINESS AND-OFFICE
DISTRIBUTION' AND MARKETING
COMf1UNICATIONS AND MEDIA

LIST OF.POSSIkE SUPPLY NEEDS:

1. Cash register tape

2. Play mo ey - bills & coins

3. Addin machine tape
4. Sfmul ted groceries

5. Assor d materials for displaying

6. .Letteting guides
7. Ste

8. Correction Fluid

'9: Spirit master units (several colprs)

10., Stencil illustrations .

11. Stencil protector covers

12. Stenci'file folders
13. Mimeo ink

14. Manila folders
15. Canary second sheets

16. Mimeo paper
17. Duplicating paper
18. Copy or tracing paper
'9. File cards with indexes

20. Junior high typing manuals

21. Sample charge booklets

22. Sample office forms-

23.. Sample order blanks .

24. Block printing equipment materials

25: Photographic 'film & supplies

26. Carbon paper

27. A-Z file guides

28. Numetic file guides

29. Cassette tapes

30. SaMpte.deposit slips

31. Sample checks

32. Tool for pulling paper (keypunch)

33. Keypunch cards

34. Cartridges,(teaching-machine)
35. Glue ° -

36. Magic markers'

37: Typing erasers

38. Tacks

19. Tape-mask ino & transparent'

40. Batteries for cassette

41. Pins

42. Duplicating soap (for.,hands)

43. Pencils'
44. sound on slide ce.rtrices

llr

O

A

45. Machine instruction cartridges
P'46:-, Ribbons for machines

47. 'Duplicator fluid
48, Appropriate inks
49. Telephone directories

5G. Poster paints
51. Paint bushes
52. Poster paper a
53. Silkscrgen film &'supplies

,

4"
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PROTOTYPE

ACTIVITY: Filing (Office)

CLUSTER: Business and Office Occupations

Teacher Information
Sheet

PURPOSE: Students will explore some 0,f, the varied systems of fling different
forms, materials or documents as typically used in an "office."

APPROACH: This learning package is designed for use of students requiring

minimal teacher assistance. Poor readers are likely to require varying

amounts of assistance from the teacher or peer's, (Non-readers will re-

quire a different method of information presentation or an activity more
appropriateto their entry level skills.)

All students should complete the introduction, preview, Pre-test,

Activities 1-4 and Post-test.

Activities 5 and 6 areiktional for those students' whose interests and

abilities exceed those of the group. Further resources, audiovisual

materials, and etc., may be used for vertical or horizontal expansion

and/or enrichment.

The attached LearningActivityPackage is predicated on specific entry

level skills in the 'cognitive and psychomotor domains. The evaluation

procedure may Indicate affective'changes in some students,

EQUIP,

.MATERIALS: File drawer, file box, check file or box
Ceographic expanding file or geographic file guides

P4cket of names of school perstnnel
Packet of key punch cards
Packet of cancelled checks
Packet of job titles
Packet of Eastern Seaboard city names
Packet of random personal names

EVALUATION: Student progress in exploratory programs should be evaluated constantly

although it is not recommended that students receive grades. Specific

knowledge or skill of job performance in all phases within each cluster

is not expected to be uniform for each student. Rather it is expected

that perhaps each student might acquire varied levels of cognitive and

Psychomotor learning according to individual interests, desires and

needs. Therefore, a grading system designed to measure uniform perfor-

mance from all students is unreasonable and dysfunctional. It should

be expected that all students ill learn enough to make appropriate-

elective decisions for future Vucational-progress.



(Prototype - continued)
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LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE

CLUSTER: Business and Office Occupations,

OCCUPATION: File Clerk

ACTIVITY: Experiences In Different Methods Of Filing

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete pre-test and ask teacher for Filing LAP. You are to

complete Activities 1,2,3, & 4. You may complete Activities 5

and 6 if you wish.

INTRODUCTION: The correct and appropriate method of filing is very important to

the efficient operation of any kind of business. This includes Each

broad areas of employment as manufacturing, selling, education, law,

medicine and etc. Fi)ing is also important to the home, family and

each individual as it relates to personal records such as income,

social security, banking records, birth certificates, deeds, insur-

ance policies and other important documents and materials.

PREVIEW: Are you familiar with some of the systems of record filing? Have

you assisted at school or home in any system of filing? Do you

feel that you have personal information, documents or materials

that you should file? What materials does some member of your

family file? Do you think thez you would like a job where part

of your responsibility was filing?
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PRE-TEST: Answet the following:

1. List as many systems of filing as you can think of.

2. When filing companies or individuals by name, they are filed

3. Cancelled checks are generally filed

.4. A .letter from John J. Smith should be filed behind the file guide.

5. Letters from John A. Adams and John Lassiter Adams are to be filed. Which one

is filed in front of the other?

6. Ninety per cent of all filing is

4 .)



ACTIVITY 1:

ACTIVITY 2:

ACTIVITY 3:

Filing names of school personnel in file drawer

Using a packet of names of schoOl 'pertonn'el and' a 'file iirawerP I

1. File names according to the 'latit name (rtiii§4 first),
behind the correct letter guide.

2. Be sure to_ arrange the names in :alOabitfCal'Order within
each letter guide.

Filing name a geographic

ing a geographic' expanding file or-file clrer and a packet
of names of cities on eastern seaboard:1_,

Yeti i

1. File the names of cities with the, corresporyll in states 9n,

the eastern seaboard. '

2. File the cities behind the correct state

3. Be sure to arrange theileMes of cities in alphabetical orde.
within each letter guide.

Filing key punch cards

Using a packet of key punch cards and a file Box:

1. File the names in the boi:fire_prOvidedbehinCi the correct
-letter guide.

2. Be sure to arrange the names in alphabetical order within
each letter guide.

4u



ACTIVITY 4:

ACTIVITY 5:

061,1;er

-10-

Filing canceled checks by number

Using a canceled check file (numeric) and a packet of canceled
checks:

1. File the checks in front of the guides which have been classi-
fied by number (10 checks in each file).

2. Be sure to put the checks in exact numerical order within each
guide so that the first check is #5680 following in exact number
order to the very last check #5889.

Now take post -test! If you desire, complete Activities 5 and 6.

Fi ling job ti tles

Using an expanding file or file drawer and a packet 'of job titles:

1. The file that you are about to do is a subject file:

2. File the job titles under the correct subject area., (YoU will

find nine that could go in more than one subject.)

3. File the job titles in front of the correct subject file.

4. Be sure to arrange the names in alphabetical .order within

each subject file.

ti"e-r
(Cer)

New'r?er

; 54"
lecep

44;1 Meahlint Operahr

/?ayep

CIerk

4'i

Ad e p--
1/146+



ACTIVITY 6:

P3ST-TEST:

Indexing :nd filing personal names

Using an expanding alphabetical file or file drawer and a packet

of personal names:

1. File the names, indexing them as you file. Refer to hints

below:

11., Use last names.

b. If the last names are the same, use the first names; for
example, Alfred Adams comes before Earl Adams.

c. If the first names are also the same, use the middle names;
for example, Alfred Eugene Doan comes before Alfred George

Doan.

d. Put initials before names that begin with the same letter;
for example, J. C. Allen comes before John C. Allen.

e. If Jr. and Sr. follow two names that are alike, the Jr.
comes first; for example, C. B. Jones, Jr., comes before

C. B. Jones, Sr.
f. A hyphenated last name is considered one work; for example,

Hall-Quest.
g. A last name with a prefix is considered one work; for

example, MacDonald.

2. File the names in froilt of the correct file guide.

3. Be sure to put the--ilitie'f-n alphabetical order within the 1 etter

gui .

When you feel you are ready, ask your teacher to review what you have
done and give you the post-test. This should help-you to understand

the activities you have completed and why they were included.

(Pre-test and post-test may be the same.)



CLOSTR. !MINES'S AND OFFICE $CCUPATIONS

Possible Units of Instruction (activities)

1 Proper use of the telephone (borrow a tele-trainer).

2 Fill out an invoice practicing 4atalog sales.

3. Operate a rash iegister
. i

4. Operate an adding machine

5. Operate a calculator
6.

7

8.

9.

10

11.

12

13,

14

15

16

17.

18

19,

Operate a duplicatcr
Operate d mimeograph
Operate a typewriter.

Count change
Write cheLk7. using theckwilte-.
Use a dictating machine (or cassette recorder)
Operate data processing equipment.
transcribing actities.
Bookkeeping proce,l,e acticties.
Prepdre carbon 41 ter

Filing (alpndbetic,lity, numerically)
Use of depcp,i. pass000ks

Shorthdnd a_ti.,i,es
Set up a Mock saiings, investments).

20 Set up a
21. Field trip, tA dt o!'ice

22. Gams oc.(0;,,;t

23 Resou-.,e n c t rt.f ,afeers

24 Want ads iiind ,,,..upThons related to clustet)

25 Make a boli,tin po,fd

26. Type a iette( torm (block, mddified block, etc ).

27 Role play rece,ving calie!s
geci.ri.ent with cover

grades
p-,d1,(, a profit and loss statement (peeson ) _

lake a student directory
iir6 system, make a student directory (sheets, etc,)
:-)Trice printing your own stamps and making your

2t Type

29 Do d re,orie

30. Make a :1- ni
31 U, Ag f 1, *
32 Using the h.

33 Usifiq thy,

34 act air

own ertvei,,c,..,

35. Clean a

36 Change , ,i). ,,,:, , ter , calculator or 'adding machine.

3i. Draw f 1(», :11-,,1 placing furniture in functioling, practical manner

38 Ass,qn Yud,,- ,._ . 17.,:,r(yr1 ,cceptionist

39_ Opeeale i t, ,rd

40 Vi-,it 1 D,t,

49



111TER: COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA

Possible Units of Instruction (Activities)

1. Gather news about the'school, edit for class paper.
2 Write a technical article for class paper.
3. Take photograph, develop TiK prepare for half-toning and Printing.
4. Operate an offset prPss or duplicator.

5. Prepare a master for above.
6. Make personalized note pad - using all essential processes.
7, Rebind a book.

8. Visit a print snop, lithography lab and/or photo lab.
9, Gather news, record on cassette and play for class as part of radio program.
10- Tilt a I V. station

1) -V1'slt Western Union
12 Visit a two-way communication shop.
13' Visit the telephone company - operator position, control office, plant equipment.

14. Operate a credit card charge machine.
15 Take a group photograph of class, develop negative, make enlargements and

several contact pririts.
16 Take a photograph of an unusual scene - develop and print.

Set in type your name, address, etc., for your personal card in a composing stick.
Jystfy type, proof, lock, prepare, make ready and print 50 cards.

9. Rote play placing of long distance calls using dummy telephone or tele-trainer.

28 Make paper
21. Make an oriinal design and transfer to li ileum block for block printing.

22. Make your own Christmas cards using silkscreen, block print, etc.)_proces-S:

22 Design class or sch:,o1 emblem to silkscreen on student's teeshirts.

)4 Make a telephone direacyyof class members and print for each student.

2:1 Make a transparency
26. Run a projector
2/ Plan a church bulletin for following week.

28 Set up an appointment book for a doctor

29 Arrange appo.ntment ledger for a beauty shop with several operators.

30. lime students doing certin jobs - similar to a time and motion study.

31 Visit a ,lommerciaLbank or federal reserve bank.

32 Complete a simplified state or federal income tax return.

33 Fill out charge card applications.

34. Prepare a bulletin hoard using example of different kinds of credit slips.

35 Prepare an exhibit of bills received in home which have been keypunched.

36 Prooiread for spelling and grammatical errors in boss's letters.

37. Make a petty cash report
38 Form an assembly line and collate pages.

39 Do an expense report for a traveling salesman.

40 Operate a thermal copy machine.

41 Make chart showing how to change type setting for typing stencil.

42 Prepare a skit on a good interview and a bad one.

43. Be a store manager. Explain to a new sales clerk what her curies will be.

44. Visit a computer center,

45 Operate a stenotype machine.

46. Make up memo from boss to employees - (Ex: office party, insurance notices)

4/. As secretary, sort mail for boss.

48 Compute deduction from payroll check.

49. Type business forms.

50 Work at a motel desk; check people in and out.

60



CLUSTER: MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION

Possible Units of Instruction (Activities)

1. Operate a cash register.
2. Create a counter and window display.
3. Operate a mock retail store (logging, marketing, stocking, weighing).
4. ''esign, make and market a product.

5. ,,redte ar; advertisement layout for newspaper, and /sr magazine.

6. noel garments.
7. Make a billboard sign.
8. MaKe a floral arrangement for a customer:

9. Do package wrapping.
10. Make bows for packages.

11. Design a package.
12.. Write advertisement slogans for products.
13. Prepare commercials for radio and TV.

14. Handle a catalog sales invoice.
15. Inventory goods in mock retail store.

16. Roleplay salesmanship techniques.
17. Field trios to a grocery store', department store, etc.

;.:4. Design and mae out a gift certificate.
4. Inventory supplies in the classroom.

?°. Roleplay automobile salesman (obtain brochure on f.vorite cars from dealer).

J. Hold an auction.

'2. Roleplay person obtaining a car.loan from bank - collateral, salary, savings, etc.

,'.i. Weigh letters or packages and determine cost for mailing.

'./L4. Weigh produce selling for 29C a pound and calculate cost.

25. Prepare campaign for school homecoming game, Red Cross drive, etc.

26. Have a mock or real "After Christmas Sale," "White Sale," or "End of Summer Sale."

27. Aaftlyze a window display.

28. Invite resource speakers to talk about setting up a corporation.
M. Prepare a list ref supplies and cost for a concession stand.

30. As a delivery m:In, plan shortest routes for delivery. Use city map.

31. Visit a oaper plant.

, 32. Create ad layout for school newspaper.

33. Prepare inventory of equipment in room.

34. Design a "give away" (Ex.: sticker, memo pad, etc.) for a company's advertising

department.

35. kan a route for a traveling salesman. Use his list of customers to file

geographically.

35. Using yellow pages of telephone directory, prepare a prospect list for a salesman.

37. .Design price snecial signs (or leaders) for market, drugstore, etc.

38. Visit a trade show.

39. How to figure sales tax - tax rate charts, pencil and paper method.

'01 'to
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,APPENDIX C

ENVIRONMENTAL OCCUPATIONS LABORATORY



ENVIRONMENTAL OCCUPATIONS

r

Agri-Business & Natural Resources

Marine
Science

Hospitality &
Recreation

I

Environmental
Control

FACILITIES EQUIPMENT MATERIALS ACTIVITIES

4



A

ENVIRONMENTAL OCCUPATTONS EXPLORATORY LABORATORY

:.SUGGESTLD EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS LIST

Introduction

Suggestions for eoy 'At, materials, and'physical facilities needed
for equipping and conductiAA activities around occupations in the clusters

grouped under the laboratoPy,Rntitlqd "Environmental Occupations" are
presented in the following, pitesrhe clusters included in this laboratory
are Agri.-Business and Naturak!Reso*ces, Liwironmental Control, Marilitt Science,

and Hospital s; apd Recreation

Pate twc includes a uggested physical an and physical facilities for

the Environment41.0ccupations Laboratory. r Qrmation and plans on pages

three and four relate to a Greenhouse structure which is needed to enhance
the opportunities for student activities in the horticultural area for the

Agii7BusinessId Napinal Resources cluster.

Ole list of materials and equipment deemed desirable for conducting
activities within the clusters is considered flexible as needs change for

. the laboratory, Some materials would be'expected to be interchanged between.

other laboratotits or could perhaps be borrowed. Teacher initiative,

improvising, 10,1-rowing, and various-other techniques to acquire materials

and equipme,.t. is encouraged Much of the equipment ana materials listed
may be found in agricuicural supply catalogs, Other Materials and equipment

(some free) may often be secured fr6m the following agencies:

County lAtension,Chairman (Extension 4-H Bulletins)

Soil Conservb.tion-Service (Federal and Local) Booklets

Forestry Service (State and Local)

Wildlife Commission (State and Area)

Comme'rc -i-il Fisheries (State;

N. C. Department of Agriculture (State) rr

(Source of soil boxes, ,eed germination, feed regulations, prading
of farm products)

N C Department of Labor
(Labor regulations Tegarding occupations)

A prototype following a specific format has been used to develop a learning
activity package titled, ".sing Road Maps to Plan Vacation Routes" It is

included on pages 5-i0 lnd is an- example )f what may be dont to develop other

learning activity packages ftom he list of suggested activities on pages 11-16

; )



SUGGESTED ENVIRONMENTAL OCCUPATIONS LABORATORY PLAN

B

D

32'

J

CLUSTERS:
Agri-Business & Natural Resources

Environmental,Gontr61
Marine Science
Hospitality &.Recreation

,) )

SUGGESTED PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Legend

a-magazine rack 18" X 138"
b-tool cabinet 30" X 132"
c-counter top/w01 area/cabinets
underneath 30"\X 141"

d-area work tables 54" X 66"
e-teacaer desk 36",X 48"
f-storage closet 360" X 96"
g-sink 36" X 42"
h-book shelf 18" X 312"
i-storage cabinets 18"_X 186"
-counter w/sink 30" X 192"
k-movable screen
1-filing cabinet w =16" 1=24"

M-Black Board 144"
Bulletin Board

Scale 1/S".1'
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SUGGESTED GREENHOUSE INFORMATION

4 grienhouse is recognized as an important facility for providing opportunitie

for tne Environmental Occupations Exploratory Laboratory and especially for
the Agri-Business and Natural Resources Cluster. Therefore, each school should

consider the possibilities for providing a greenhouse. The general cost range of

i 14' X 14' or 14',X 18' fiberglass greenhouse with ventilation fans, heating
equipment, and temperature controls along with other installation costs will
approximate $1,000 to $1,500 depending upon the amount of work absorbed by the
local school or administrative

aisisted Sill of Materials for Greenhouse (14' X 20'):

Sills: 68 Unear ft. 2" X 6" @ 31*

Plates: 68 Linear ft. 2" X 4" @ 20*

Pur!ines: 68 Linear ft. 2" X 4" @ 20*

Studs: 270 Linear ft. 2" X 4" @ 20t

Rafters: 220 Linear ft. 2" X 4" @ 10*

$ 21.08

13.60

13.60

54.00

44.00

Ridgeboard &
..Bracing: 130 Linear ft. 1" X.4" @ 10* 13.00

Poor (Aluminum) 3' X 6' 25.00

---r
- Fiberglass:

Ends and Slides: 32'pcs (26" X 6')

Gables: 6 pcs (26" X 6')

Roof: 20 pcs (26" X 10')

*Excludes:

856 Sq. ft. @ 27* 231.12

*Estimated Cost

heating Unit
Exhaust fan and Shutter
Wiring and Plumbing
Bolts, nr 's and fibergla'ss accessories

Concrete tboting

r

r

.."1111.MINIMI11



Ridgeboard
Bracing

1"X4"

SUGGESTED GREENHOUSE PLAN

Fiberglass
Panels .26"X10'

10'

Rafters &
Studs 2"X4"X2'

6'

5 Y

14'

Fiberglass Panels
20' 26"X6'

Note: (1) All wood should be treated.

(2) the foundation footing should\be, prepared with concrete.



ACTIVITY:

CLUSTER:

PURPOSE:

APPROACH:

EQUIPMENT,
MATERIALS,

AND RESOURCE
MATERIALS:

EVALUATION:

S

PROTOTYPE
(Sample)

Using Road Maps to Plan Vacation Routes

Hospitality and Recreation

Students will explore the techniques of a road map to plan
travel between departure and destination points in the most
economical way. In addition, the student will be able to
figure gas mileage and other problems involving travel.

ThiS activity is prepared for students who will require
limited help from.the teacher. Students who are poor
readers may require additional help from the teacher or
from other students who are faster readers.

PRE-TEST
PAPER AND PENCIL
RULER
Road map of North and South Carolina by the American Oil Co.
1972 North Carolina Travel Survey: An Economic Analysis.
Published by Travel and Promotion Division, Department of
Natural and Economic Resources, Raleigh, N. C.

Exploratory activities are not to be graded, but student
progress is to be evaluated continuously. Specific knowledge.
or skill related to the performance of a job is not expected
to occur. However, the teacher will want to prOvide adequate
guidance based on an informal evaluation of how the student
Its progressing in understanding the nature of the work,, the
skills, attitudes, and values that must be developed by workers
in order to sequence future learning activities. ,The informal
evaluation will also suggest the development of additional
learning activities and teaching materials.
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CLUSTER:

6

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE

Hospitality 'and Recreation

OCCUPATION: Traveling Clerk
(D.O.T. 237.168)

ACTIVITY: 'Using Road Maps to Plan Vacation Routes

INSTRUCTIONS: You will complete the PRE-TEST your teacher will give you.
(You need not worry if you do not know the answers to all

the items. The purpose of this learning activity is to
recognize what you do not know and then learn the unknown.)

Do activities 1, 2, 3, 4. and 5.

When you have completed all activities ask the teacher to let

you take the POST-TEST.

INTRODUCTION: The occupation of a traveling clerk is an important one.
The traveling clerk must plan routes to assist the vacationer
to travel those highways that include points of service,

historical and other interests that the vactioner has

requested. Highway numbers should be clearly indicated and

detours marked and alternate routes suggested. Travel time

and mileage between points to be covered each day as well

as the indicated highway speeds allowed is important information

that should be provided the vacationer. Other information the

traveling clerk may provide -is rest stop locations, parks,
restaurants, and motel accomodations and locatibns. The

enjoyment you have on your vacation may very well rest with

the traveling clerk's efficiency.

PREVIEW: World you like to take a two-week vacation? Where would you

go? What would you like to see? Where could you get

assIstance to plan your route? What would the expense of the

trip be? The cost of the'automobile expense? Would State

and Federal narks be places you may like to visit? What

other questions would yo1,1 want to ask?

Questions in the above paragraph are stated in a way that
indicates you would he planning and going on a vacation

yourself. Perhaps you will; however, as you work through
this learning activity you should evaluate the experience
in terms of what your likes and dislikes would he if you

were doing this for other people in a part-time or full-time

ploymont position.



PRE-TEST (Use the attached map to answer the following)
Answer the following in minutes or less.

1. How far is it from Asheville, North Carolina to Anderson, South
Carolina? miles

2. On the m-ap, a straight line from Charlotte to Columbia is approxi-
mately , 1/2 inches long. How many miles is this? (You may use

your map for information) miles

3. How far is it from Sanford to Tramway? miles

4. The direct mileage (as the crow flies) from Charlotte to Durham
is . The highway mileage is . How

much further is it to drive that than to fly? miles.

S. If Mr. Jones gets 16 miles per gallon of gas, how many gallons will
he use in driving from Raleigh to Gastonia? (to the

nearest gallon)

6. The largest city in North Carolina is Charlotte. The largest in

South Carolina is Columbia. How many more people live in Charlotte
than in Columbia?
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ACTIVITY.1: Finding cities and towns on maps

Find the city and town index. The first town listed for

North Carolina is Aberdeen. Out to the side of Aberdeen

you see C-6. Can you locate Aberdeen using this code? If

so, go on to Activity II. If not, complete this activity.

Looking down the left edge of the map you see A through H.
Across the top the numbers 1 through 10. Find C and 6.

Move across from C and down from 6. Aberdeen is located in

the area where these lines cross. Can you find it? if not,

get help from your teacher or a classmate.

Just for fun, pick out several other cities or towns and find
them on the map.

ACTIVITY 2: Locating distances using the mileage chart

Using the mileage_chart can you find how far it is from
Greensboro to Charleston? If so, go on to-the next activity.
If riot, complete the following.

On the ?-Icage chart, look down the column on the side until
you locate Greensboro. Now look across the top until you
find Charleston. If you drew a line straight across from
Greensboro and down from Charleston, they would cross at 273.
This tells you it is 278 miles from Charleston to Greensboro.
Understand? if not, call your teacher or get help from a
classmate.

Find the distances between the following places?

Burlington and Concord.
Asheville and Elizabeth City.
High Point and Fayetteville.
Orangeburg and Greenwood.
Roanoke Rapids and Greenwood.

miles
miles

miles
miles

miles

See if you can locate all of the cities named above on
the map.

ACTIVITY 3: Bind distance-; of plAcc-s not named in the mileage chart.

'Can you toll holy; far it i< from Sanford to Tramway? From

Sanford to tillington? If go on to the next activity.
If not, complete the follw%ing.

[Ind Sanford and find tramv%ay. Do you see a number printed
very tightly twtwecn the towns" Is that number 3? This means
that it 1, S miles di starve from Sanford to Tramway.

lind Sanford and find Millington. If you look closely you

will find a rod arrow or dart pointed at each of these towns..

64



ACTIVITY 4:

9

Printed on the line representing the highway between Sanford
and Lillington, you will find a red 24. This means that it

is 24 miles froM-Sanford to Cillington.

Now find out how far it is between the following places:

Sanford and Gulf. miles

Gulf and Goldston. miles

Goldston and Mt. Vernon Springs.
,Mt. Vernon Springs and Siler City.

What is the total mileage of the above?

miles
miles

miles

How far is it from Sanford to Siler City according to the-red

number between the darts? miles

Reading the red numbers how far is it from Siler City to

Asheboro? miles. From Asheboro to Lexington?

miles. What is the total distance from Sanford to

Lexington? miles.

Npplying the knowledge you have learned about reading a map

Mr. Adams, a salesman, drove the following route one week.
He left his home in Charlotte and drove to Columbia where
he spent Monday night. On Tuesday, he drove on to Asheville.
On Wednesday, he mode calls in Winston-Salem, High Point,
and Greensboro in that order. On Thursday, he went to

Raleigh and was back home again by Thursday night. How many
miles did Mr. Adams travel between cities during the week?

miles

If Adams checks his odometer and determines that he drove a
total of 714 miles, how much driving did he do within the

cities he visited?

miles

If Adams determined that he got 15 miles per gallon cf gas,
how many gallons did he use cl.ound off to nearest whole

gallon)?

miles

If gasoline cost him an average of 38.97 per gallon, how much

did he pay for the i:as he used?

miles

Detemine as accurately as you can how far Adams would have
traveled if he could have moved in a perfectly straight line

between each of the cities.

mil ,s
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ACTIVITY 5: Planning a vacation trip

Plan a direct vacation route with Raleigh as a departure and
destination point. Include the following sites: Blowing

Rock, Beech Mountain, Grandfather Mountain, Clingmans none,
Chimney Rock, and Southern Pines.

How many miles was it? miles

YOUR TEACHER HAS THE ANSWERS TO ALL THESE PROBLEMS. WHEN YOU ARE READY TO

CHECK THEM, ASK THE TEACHER FOR THE ANSWER SHEET.

POST-TEST

When you feel that you are ready, ask your teacher for the post-test. The

post-test will help you see if you have understood the activities you have

completed. (The post-test may be the same as the pre-test.)
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SUGGESILD 1itLE5 FUR tNVIRONMENTXL OCCUPATIONS LABORATORY

-lhe list_of activities that follow are suggested and-is not all inclusive
for any -of the ,:lu:,!ers,in Lnklionmental Occupations Laboratories. It is

often debatable as to which activity may be specifically in one cluster, and
it is highly r :,sible that the actv:Ity may fit into Acther cluster just as
well. It is recommendet that each instructor in each laboratory be aware of
this situation so as to avoid having the same activity attempted in two
different_ laboratories Furthermore, each activity should be weighed in terms
of the "k.riteria for Selecting Exploratory Activities" established by the

Occupational Exploration section which read as follows:

1. The activity simulates the performance of a typical job task.

2. The activity simulates the skills that may be developed in

high s..hool offerings
5 File activity provides occupational infoimation.

4 The activity provides an opportunity for students to appraise
themselves in relation to present and future educational
opportunities as well as to jobs in the world of work.

1g:1-Business and Natural Resources Cluster

Take a soil sigple
Prepare a seed bed for seeding a lawn.
Examine "what's lr d bag of fertilizer" (Example 10-10-10)
Read:. spit sample report
Visit and obseri,e .1.,..tp-ttles in the soil testing. laboratory in Raleigh (N. C.

Department of Agri-ultule.
hatch a Jp7r,;ristrir1471 by sioileone using a Soil testing kit.

01)-;er,,e how i .t it. s,2ed inspe,:tor cheeks seed for purity.

Observe a ,,.ta.- tr-d inspe_*:- checking feed for content.

)

. ond,..t . g,, t- "I:, 1* 1 ,.1 's '- .;st

./ Prepare J 1.1S t t) 4J,?. , 1 ti,:t.i.ls at one of the following:
;oh k. , t .-,1

t nt *-,,,

'iNe,-,t 1,) -tt -=',:,

Jr1;11 ',) I''

Pe3na' 7 c

Etc

isit in,,.! o','.- ,
. teed mill

out .
: re in iesi

3nJu:- -:),1, il'int gr,2,,:th n 41:fferent plant growing media.

pare a , t ISpia;
:teCt 0 11

( 01 It ,-t , 1 I', . .l't'd
Grade 'till to ': j.:-.1!)-t..:',1:: ''_ t On 111, m,,III g'-din, etc.

Pi ant ,tit:. - ) ),4'.'s t, appt,pllatu dcpt11:;

fit,d r4,-_):I-7 ,-; - : : i's:t1f,n,

-itt an4 p11, 1 i.:' 101 mineTt4:, '41 ',tones

Prep ire ,4 s,-;,:', -;!)-,ing If-11,4_111g

Prepare , ,1 ,g e, ),1,41 -tiets

Prepare 1 sat' . ae! ...lig strip _Topping

Cross pollin1;,

crern SOli T

Condu,t a p,A

- ) p. si ,es

11111Ation ecpclIrtlent

60



Conduct a hydroponi: eXpenlent for growing plants.

Hatch eggs in an incubator.
Grade eggs by weight
Candle eggs for quality
Feed baby chicks.
Prepare for and make a field trip to observe:

Poultry processing
Broiler growing
Laying production (poultry)
Turkey raising
Poultry vaccinations
An animal hospital _(veterinarian)

Plan and visit a meat processing plant to study activities of employees.
Plan and visit an abotoir to study activities of employees.
Plan and visit a-dairy farm to observe a milking operation.
Plan and visit a dairy processing company.
Make a chart of market beef and swine cuts.
Prepare and grow an animal for a show.

Collect leaves and identify trees_
Identify 5 or more products made from lumber.
Determine age of trees by observing sawed disks f-om trees.
Use an increment borer to determine age of trees
Determine 4ge of trees from stumps of trees recently harvested.
Use a lo, scale to estimate board feet of standing timber.
Prune dead lambs from trees on the school ground.
Plant a tree.
Plant tree soeilings
Measure the ulameter of trees with scale stick.

Measure the diame.er of trees with a tree caliper.
Mark a sta'd o f pines for thinning
Examine a of wood samples for the hardness of different woods.

Make a piece of plywood
Make paper fro-1 tNoo.i.

Identify S mcre diseases of trees
Identify er mee inse,Its that cause damage to trees.

Fertilize _1 tiet. c,ccring to the prescribed method.
Collect seeds from different trees
Describe and identify more recommended trees for home landscaping.
Use tree wound dressing fpr pruned limbs and tree damage wounds.

Visit a forest nursery.
Observe tho fighting of a forest fife

Plant a seed in a ".liffy 7" starter,
Transplant plants started in a ".Jiffy 7" starter.

Root cut.:;ngs.

Plan a fieldtrin .t.) observe opLrations in a Greenhouse.
Mix soil !reJl.i cttirg plants
Propogate roses or olh..n. plants.



Plant a hinging basket.
Grow daffodils or other bulbs in pots
Sterilize a soil media or planting area.
Prepare a flat for planting seed.
Plant a porch planter.
Label ornamental plants.
Air-layer a.- rubber plant.
Transplantiplants grown in flats to field or into pots.

Prepare and plant a garden.
Weed a gaiden or a flower bed.
Prepare rows and set strawberry plants.
Design landscape plans for a home or .a.school area.

Prune rose bushes.
Prune flowering evergreen shrubs.
Prune grape vines.
Spray plants with insect and disease control materials.
Observe effects of different periods of light and darkness on plants.

Grade different vegetables--sweet potatoes, tomatoes, irish potatoes, cucumbers,

etc.

Observe a fruit harvesting operation.
Calibrate a hand-sprayer.
Discuss 10 or more insecticide safety rules.
Root prune a tree.
pig, Dail, and burlap a tree or shrub.,

----7.ttrntify 10 or more annuals used al-border flowers.

Environmental CoatTol Cluster

Construct a.fish or animal trap.
Trap an animal or fish or both.
Design a "No Hunting" posted sign and find out regulations for enforcing its

intent.

Learn local game & fishing regulations.

Plan and make a nature trail. --
Prepare and start a cricket raising project.,
Visit and observe activities in a frog raising farm.

Make bird feeders--
Make bJd hOUses.
Make bird feeders from pine cones.
Make a wood duck home.
Plant annual, serecia, and bicolor lespedeza for wildlife food.

Plant multiflora rose for borders and wildlife protection.
Build a fish reef from tires or other materials.
Make an idenLification set of cards from pictures of freshwater fish.

Visit a museum to observe poisonous and non - poisonous snakes.
lest drinking water for acidity, mineral content, and pollution. Compare

these results with_tests from stream water.
Visit a weather station to observe what activities the personnel perform.

Mount a rain guage and record precipitation daily.
Read a thermometer and record temperature.
Fertilize a fresh water pond.
Stock a pond with fish according to kindsand recommendations.
Bait a rat Infested area with rat poison.
Prepare and start a worm bed in_a tub or plywood box.
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Stock minnows for sale purposes.
Have students make a barometer.
Have a person from a civil defense office demonstrate radiation and its

detection before the class.
Collect some waste materials and process them into useful products. (Example,:

Broken glass can he mixed with polyester resin and molded into paper weights

or lamp bases.) ,

Locate an eroded arei either on the school grounds or nea'rby and plant'some

type of recommended ground cover.
Construct J terrace to prevent erosion. (A sandbox model may substitute.)

Construct a retaining or restraining wall to preserve the aesthetic value

:of the school ground.
Perform An air borne dust test--compare an oiled white cloth in a classroom

and shop which is left in each for an equal length of time.

Using the appropriate detection instruments, determine the amount 3f-unburned

fuel escaping from chimneys and automobiles.
Examine the filters in a swimming pool to observe the amount of residue and

debris collected.
Analyze water for organisms using the microscope.
Test various brands of detergents for the amount of sedimentation.

Pick a spot in the community that is becoming increasingly polluted and degtgn

a model which will correct the problem.

Have students engage in afi essay contest, The topic might be "How to Utilize

Junk 7Cars and improve our Environment". (An environmental expert should be

asked to judge the contest.)
Take a field trip to the Environmental Health Center in the Research Triangle

Park in Raleigh.
Have an environmental specialist speak 4 the class about the ecological

problems in the immediate vicinity.
Conduct A school-wide contest to determine which room will maintain the Idtwest

level of pollution.
Begin a landfill in a badly eroded area.
lisit a nearby body of water to observe pollutionparticularly that caused by

engines such as outboard motors,
Have a forester talk with students about job opportunities for forest rangers

and other.conservation personnel in the forest service.

Make a local environmental survey.
Conduct a percolation test of different soils.
Make a terrarium with live nlans and organisms.

Visit an eeolog center to learn what occupations exist in this area.

Study how environment affects _plants and animals.

Visit a nueicar reaLtor center.
Test for rAdtoactovily with getger counter.

Make an anemometer.

Marine Science Cluster

Make soundines for water depths.
Tie basic i..nots used for boating activities.

Tie basic Hots in preparing fishing equipment.

Make Semaphore flags and learn to send messages.

Learn The Morse Code And use it to send me-,su,cs by sound or light.

Make an )dentificition'set of cards from pictures of salt water fish.

Make a list of items otw would plu_e in the first aid kit and keep in a

life boat.

ki 6
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Pike a list of "S." rations (emergency foods) one would prepare to keep in

life b9ats on a ship.
14 ,Scrapa 'and steel bru.-Th a rusty de -k or bulkhead, prime with red lead, and

finish wl tii metal paint.
Prepare a wi\ture of 'rod lead for painting rusty spots on a steel deck.
Study the meaning of different zypes and co'lor's of buoys used in 'channels

and other places.
Learn the me ining of d'fferent horn signals used by boats and ships and

practiA, these with a buddy.
'Prepare a conersation using words used by seameq.
Make a fish net Using appropriate knot tying techniques.

Go fishin nearb body of water and identify each species of fish

caught
Take a field trip to observe shrimping operations.

. Invite a resource peerson from the %orth,carolina Fishing Industries to speak

to students about -Ipployment opportunities in the industry.

Build And stock a fisi nursery.
n.cal game. wardon conduct a fish count and also determine the food

supply.

Fsitablish ballaed aquaria:Hi.
Obset\,e linusualemarine life such a/ a seahorse and determine the difference

in hismethodsof swimming.
trisect fish, crayfish: lobster, etc. to determine the difference in body

,;t micron.. I

Prepare 1 seafood dinner ti,:ing as miny different products, of the sea as

possible.
Obtain marine life eggs from pet shop or fish hatchery and hatch.
Obtain hydra from local pet shop and observe the reproduction process.
Process aisle #4.jo iced products such as meal for cookies.

Hare soy, Loci? scuba divers collect water and plant life at different depths

A, Nrld or lake Ad observe the differences.

Make a fishing fly,
Visit'a pet sh,p that sells tropical fish and observe the various types of

. sea life
Visit a high school marinc science program.
'Prepare and .stock a clam bed.
Plan and take a_ trip tO observe activities in a fish hatchery.
Plan.and take a trip to observe activities in a sewage treatment plant.
Identify smAll animals and plant life in a creek.
Make plaster of paris prints of wild animals in the area and identify them.
Visit a ship lo:k to determine activities performed by the employees.
Make and mitAltiC collection.

Hospitality and Recr2ation Cluster

PI:1n A VISIt to a z-, or MW,t:UP and observe the occupational activities of

the petsennel.
Plan a vi sit tai obset th.0 commercial fisheries activities including: fishing,

crabbing, oyster prsnlinv and /or, digging, climming, ,etc.

chart....rbeit'll-hin.: At : pier and discuss the responsibilities with

the cre.: rAzmhers,

Plan , Liv7,ut or r rimp including water, lights, waste disposal,

And F t N _re InIt4 \ 1,11 .1 park to sttidv the
31-tot t: it urt"-

.1

I.
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rPlan a layout for a community park including picnic tables, waste control,

and control for the natural resources.
Plan a ski slide in a designated area.
Plan a script to use ,pith the class for conducting a guided tour explaining

-the environmental features of a nature trail or area.

Visit a golf-course and observe the grounds maintenance activities performed

by the employees.

Study.and o erve the activities of a rodeo, horse, livestock, or dog

show and list ccupati.ons involved.

Plan and role play, simulate; and/or conduct a quee.1 selection contest for

one or more of the following: watermelon, soybean, cotton, blueberry,

'peach, strawberry, etc.
Plan and conduct a watermelon, seed spitting contest with the class.

Plan and conduct a frog jumping contest with the class.

Plan and conduct a round robin tournament of horseshoe pitching with the

class, ,

Plan, demonstrate, and/or conduct a fly casting activity.

`1 0



Equipment

_Transparent n demonstration
incubator (1)

\fgg scales (1)
44 candler (1)
Egg, grader (1)

Egg SAsket (1)
\Poultr:y.brooder (1)(small)

Poultry feeders (2)
Veterinary ,thermometr (1)
Electric animal shearing

c,lippers (1)\
AniM41 cage (1)
Ear natchers (1)
Tattoo. set (1)"

-Animal grooming combs and
brushes (1 each)

Soil tube (1)
Soll auger (I)
'§oll sieves (1Set)
Sail testing kit (1)
S0,1 sampling spade (1)
Soil classes kit (1)
LaplIlary soli water
demonstration set (1)

1-(ok collection kit (1)
Land measure compass (1)
Poraet area scale (1)
Folding measuring land wheels (I)
LOO -foot steel tape (1)

'greenhouse (1)

Soli. sterilizer (1)

Hoes (2)
Girden_nikes (2)
Mattocks (2)
Shovels (2)
Axes (2)
Pitch forks (2)
Potato forks (2;

Hole -.jiggers (1,

Hatchets (2)
Leaf rakes (2)

Wheelbarrow (1)
Garden hose (100 ft 1/2")

Spray nozzle (1)
Cyclone seeder (1)
tong blade transplanting spade (1)
Hydroponic kit (1)
Long handled bulb planter ())
Seed flats for lumber- for

zonstruction)

1 1/2 gallon capa.Ity 'sprayer (1)
Lopping shears (2)
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Hand pruning shears (3)
Hedge shears (1)
Pruning
Pole pruners (1)
Pole saw (1)
Bow saw (1)
Horticulture hand tools (weeder,

fork, rake, etc.) (1 set)

Prunilig knives (2)
Budding and grafting knive,(1)
Grafting charts (1 set)
Indoor Greenhouse Ominiature)(1)
Seed starter (1)
Vegetable and crop grading

equipment (1 each)
Tree Marking gun (1)
increment, borer (for crossi1 sections _

of trees) (1) /

Log rule (1)
Log calipel (1)
Log s'Icale'stick (4)

Tree !identification rep4cas(1 sett'

Insect net (1)
insect spreading board (1)
Insect killing jars (1)1
Inseit exhibit case (I)
Bee hive (Complete wit frames)(1)

Bees(3 lbs.)
Bee.Nliel (2)

Hive (tool (0
Bee Smoker (1)
Bee gloves (2 pairs)
Glass, observation hive (1)
Terratium (1)(gallon ju s may be used)
Tin tUb (1) (for worm raring)
Water, testing sets or kits (1)

Bioscbpe (1)

Microi,cope (1)

Sod eager (1) (hand or e ctric)

Hand lawn mower (1)
Roto tiller (1)
Weighing scales (1) (60 lb. \apacity)
Angle Spout oiler (1)
Hammers (1 each)(Tinner's,
ma(.hinist's, hall peen, etc.)

Hancl crosscut saw (1)

Hari rilp saw (i)

Pliers 1(1 e:ch)(electrician site
,uttitig pliers, combination
plierS, long chain needle nos
pliers) At

Sciewdrivers (3 each) (Phillips a

regular)
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Soldering copper (1)
Coping-saw (3)
Hacksaw frame (2)
Indoor thermometer (1)
Wire strippers (1)
'Magnetic compasses (2)
Outdoor thermometer (1)
Rain gauge--(14
First aid emergency kit (1)

Fire extinguisher
T:ye goggles(for each student for

largest class)
Fiberglass safety hats (2)

C-clamps (2)
Bar clamps (2)
Hand screw -(?)

End cutting nippers (1)
Zig ,:ag rule (4)

Flexible steel tape 10 ft. (4)

Steel square (2)
Try square (2)
Planes (1 block and 1 jack)

Wrecking bar (1)
Tin snips (2)
Staple gun-(1) (builders)
Glass cutters *(2)
Punches nail (3)
Pipe wrenches (1 each-6", 8", 12",

and 15")
Compass (2)
Open end wrenches (1 set)
Allen wrench set (')
Extension cords(2- 25 each heavy

gauge)
3-way adapters (3) (Electrical)

Hot plate (1)
Charts, mounts, models, specimen,

materials, exhibits, etc. (1 each

for clusters in this lab)

*Materials (considered as consumable)

Eggs (assorted grades 3 lozen)

Soil sampling boxes (frt. 'rom County

Extension Chairmen AO'
Soil testing replace materials

Clean building sand
Peat moss
Potting soil
Fop soil
Germinator pads
Germination blotters
Hydroponic replacement materials

Screen different mesh

B%

Hardware cloth different mesh
lant labels and markers

.
lbs (plant)

Insect spray
Insecticides
Grass seeds (different varieties)

Crop and horticulture seed
(different varieties)

Vegetable and horticulture plants

(different varieties)
Plastic
*Shrubs and trees (different varieties)

Tree wound dres..ing
Jiffy 7 peat pellets
-Jiffy 7 peat pots
,Grafting wax and supplies
Rootone (Root growth hormone)
Hanging plant baskets
Flower pots
Burlap (for bagging and balling

shrubs)
Pinning nails (for bagging and
balling shrubs)

Fertilizer
Lime
Wildlife and forestry plants, trees,

and seed
Tree paint(yellor)
Paper bags
Food ingredients for bird feeders

Worms for preparing worm growing
projects

Crickets for preparing cricket
raising projects

Ethylene acetate (for insect
killing jars)

Foundation wax
Manilla rope
Whipping line
Plastic line
Crain or cable

Rat poison
Soap detergents(different brands)
Solder
Oxcetylene tanks (small)

Sandpaper
Steel wool
Emery cloth
Wire scratch brush
Lyterior plywood
Interior plywood
Miscellaneous lumber
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Miscellaneous treated lumber
Bricks

Concrete blocks
Casting plastic
Plaster, casting
Test tubes
Motor Oil
Nails assorted
Corrugated (fasteners)
Screws - assorted (sheet metal and
wood)

Gasoline
Paints

Soil sterilization materials
Tin Metal and wood finishes
First aid supplies
Hacksaw blades
Cassette tapes
Transparency materials
Magic Markers
Batteries for cassette players
Tape: maskijig, scotch, etc.

Staples
Glue.
Microscopic slides and slide materials

*Consumable supplies should be purchased in quantities which are reasonable

in relation to student enrollment and for instructional purposes only.

Audio Visuals

Overhead projector
Filmstrip projector
Record player
35 mm projector (slides)
Projection screen
1(6 mm projector

S mm Llosed loop projector
Projector stand (cart)
Cassette player
Flannel board
Visuals appropriate for clusters in the

(nv;ronmental occupational laboratory

Blosc.opic visuals related to clusters in this lab

Mur,),;copi visuals related to clusters in this lab
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! K' 1I. tv:1 PAT IONS

The Industrial Occupations Laboratory is a comprehensive facility IN

which cluster areas such as construction, manufacturing, communicatim.
fine arts, public service, and transportation are explored. Some activities

related to the various clusters could als6 be conducted outside the building

or even in the community

Because of the nature of tne activities and the equipment used in this
facility, it is probably one of tne most nazardous of all laboratories. A

safety educatior program is tnercfare essential in managing this particular
lab.

Provision should be made to use tne equipment with as many of the cluster
areas as feasible For instance, manufacturing could be explored in the metals

area as well as the wood area or a combination of the two is practical. Activir

ties .elated to stage props could be constructed in the wood area also. Equip-

ment in the Industrial Occupations Lab is supportive for providing, indivi,duals

with experiences in tne cluster areas previously identified.. Where possible,

and dependent upon individLilexpertise of the staff, other cluster activities
may be performed in the industrial Occupations Lab. The co-ordinator of the

laboratory, however, is the main one who can make the experiences meaningful;
therefore, When selecting the equapment, materials, and activities measure
them in terms of tne following criteria

An affirmative response to one or more should be answerable when applied:

1. The activity simulates the performance of a typical job task.
2. The activity simulates the skills that may he developed in

high school offerings
3. The actiity proides occupational information.
4. The acti:ity providts an opportunity for students to appraise'

themulves in relation to present and future educational
opportunit,es a.. »ell_ as to jobs in the world of work.

Included on the tollo«ing pages is a suggested prototype of LAPS, floor
plan, equipment and materials

One should keep in mind that a prototype is merely a model or example.
In this case the term pr3totype' is used to mean a basic format. THERE ARE

OTHER FORMATS LUST A.. USEFI'L Keep in mind also teat the prototype Learning
Activity Package (LAP) is one suggested method and format. Learning Activity
Package refers to a unit of instruction utilizing many and varied activities
(field trip, written assignment manipulative assignment, game, film review,

role playing, etc ). The package should provide for variety of experiences
related of course to occupational information and self-appraisal. One should

not feel tied to one basic format



PROTOTYPE

2

_ _ ---
Teacher Information Sheet

(Orients the Teacher to

What, Where, How)

ACTIVITY: learning about and performing the task of a carpenter
(Place the appropriate activity title)

CLUSTER: Construction (Place the appropriate activity title)

PURPOSE: Students will examine the role of A carpenter (rewards,
frustrations, duties, etc.) and explore some of the
activities he performs.

APPROACH: The learning package is individualized, student- centered.
It relies on the student to progress at his rate of speed
and frees the teacher as a resource person/manager for the
other clusters operating concurrently. Some Activities

shcild be performed by all students, and additvonal acti-
vities within the picket should be provided as optional.
A good LAP will include activities that provide self-
appraisal, career information, and close simulation of
job task. NOTE: Although reading skills are important,
instructions may be placed on cassette tapes to assist
slow readers.

EQUIPMENT &
--MATERIALS Listed should be aprropriate items and materials to be used

in the activities this cluster:) - Occupational Hand-
book, -Symbols the CAYpenter Uses" - handout: "Building a
Wall" - operation sheet, hammers (3), saws (2), nails (1 lb.),
squares (3), zig-zag rules (3), chalkline (1).

EVALUATION: Specific knowledge or skills is not the aim ,f the activities.
Exploration related to job simulation is the goal; therefore,
evaluation does not result in a.grade (A, 8, C, etc.). Evalu-
ation is devised so as tc assess student's like or dislike, _

ability, interest, (self-appraisal). Failure- in-an-activity
might mean success. (It was_successful to the student in that
he or she learned-they-did not enjoy the occupation or did not

_

__possess potential there.) Evaluation must be realistic and
related. (e.g. in this cluster:)

1. What does a carpenter do?
2. What skills does he have to have?.
3. Does he ever become frustrated? If so, how?



PROTOTYPE

LEARNING ACT [V ITY PACKET

CLFYIIN: Construction

OCCUPATION: Carpenter

ACTIVITY: Learning about and performing task of a carpenter

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete activities 1, 2, and the evaluation. Activities

3 & 4 ire optional if you wish to explore the carpenter's
duties further.

INTRODUCTION:' The carpenter's duties are many. He must have a knowledge'
of the variety of materials, processes, tools, and eqhipment.
Often he makes drawers, hangs doors, installs windows. Not

only must he have a knowledge of these things, but he must
also be skilled in using them. Through the activities below
see what you can learn about the carpenter.

Activity #1

Activity ill!

Activity 43

ActiviXv 44

or

Visit a carpenter or house site and ask the
carpenter to show you a floor joist, stud,
raftt--, corner post. Ask him tx) show and

tell you why they are needed.

Get an "operation-sheer' from your instructor.
Follow-the-instructions on the sheet to develop

_

a wEll section.

-
Obtain a copy of "Symbols the Carpenter Needs
to Know" from your instructor. Using thesf

accepted symbols draw a "rough stick" sket.a
of a house plan a carpenter might use.

Determine the number of 4 x 8 sheets of
exterior plywood. needed to cover the sides
of the building below.



APPRAISAL

1. Are there schools that train carpenters?

2. Do carpenters take on and train apprentices?

3. List some tools a carpenter uses-

4. Do carpenters belong to a union'

5- Identify these terms:as a carpenter *euli use them:

Tolerance

Plumb

True

Square

b. Does a carpenter ever become frustrated? How or why?

1 Do you feel you would like to be a carpenter? Why or why not?

8. would you like to learn more of the skills a carpenter must

have' List specific skills you wish to know.

4

4
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STGOESTED EQUIPMENT WI

Please note that the items listed below are suggested it AL_ Note also that

quantities have Oeen indicated.

Manufacturing t'onstruction

Mobile Tool Cart Hand Items

1 Jig Saw Vibiating,
30 Jig Saw Blades 1

1 Electric Drill

1 Saber S4/
24 Saber Saw Blades
24 Coping Saw Blades.

3 Hack SAW Blades

3 Scratch Awls

2 8" Adjustable Wrenches
2 Nail Sets
1 Center Punch

2 Vise Grip Pliers
2 Countersinks
2 Trimming Knives
2 'Sloyd Knives
1 Wire Brush
5 24" Steel Bench Rules
2 12' Push-Pull Iape Measures
5 13 oz Hammers
5' Zig-Zag (Folding) Rules 81
2 Compound Laver Snips
2 Trimmer Shears
1 Trammel Poizit Set

7 File with Haudles (8")
2 File Cards
4 8" Try Squares

5

2
2

2

5

3

2

1
2

5

1

1

2

5
3

6

t 4aClqg Bqles
2 24 Spirit Levels
4 Corner Blocks (Masonry)
5 Brick Hammers
1 Chalklim
2 Jointers 3/9" x

3 Plastering lecwels 11" x 4=3/4"

2 Utility Brushes
2 Buckets (S. qt ) 10-1/8" Dia.

1 Water Hose (25 ft.)
1 Mortar Hoe
2 Conduit Benders
2 Pop Rivet Guns-
4 Wire Strippers R2"
2 Armored-Cable Cutters
4 Fusable Main Serv. Boxes
4 Deep 4' Octagon Boxes
4 sur.:.h Boxes a

4 Togile Switches
4 Duplex Flush Receptacles
4 Electrician 92" Pliers
4 Needle-Nose 6" Pliers
2 Electrician Tool Pouche

TrnnetYati-on Mobile Cart Items

Screwdrivers (Assorted Sizes) 1

10" Braces 1

8" Surform Planes
Block Planes 1

Hand Saws (Cross -cut) 1

Back Saws 2

Woc', Chisel Sets ;'," - 1" 1

Exiansion Bit 1

Drill (Twist) Bit 1/16" - 7/8" 1

Assorted Site Auger Bits 1

Revolving Hand Punch 1

()Aston! Combination 6 x 2 x 1 1

Sets Taps and Dies 1

Trowels London 5' x 12" 1

Coping saws 2

13-Piece Socket Set '3/8° to 3/4"
1-1/P'' Socket \
1" Socket \
13/ib' Socket
Set Combine' n Wrenches I" to 1-1/16"
Mechanics Stethoscopes
Self-Calculating Anti-Freeze Testor .

Battery Brush Cleaner
Small Motor Tool Panel of Assorted Tools
Fly Wheel Pullers
Pourspout
Battery Ville:
Set Allen Wrenches
Compression Tester V
Spark Plug Adjusting Tools



Coiint7ication

Mobile Unit of Equipment

2 California Job Cases Filled with

8 -point .Bodoni

/3 '6" Stainless Steel Composing Sticks

/2 10" Stainless Steel Composing Sticks
3 IZ" Stainless steel Line Gauges

Galleys -

PilotPress
Proof Press

Eauipment

2 'Orbital Sander

1 CircularSaw 10"
1 Scroll Saw' ,

l' Comprehensive Sheet Metal Equipment Bench
(Brake, Shear, Bender, Notches, Roller)

1" Drill Press,

1 Grinder 7"
3 'Drawing Boards 20" x 24"
3 Triangles 30° x 60°

3 Drawing Instrument Sets

25 Safety Glasses and other devices required
by'Srate Law-

/



SUGGESTED MATERIALS LIST

INDUSTRIAL LABORATORY

4 Gal. Latex Paint (Instructor Choice)

3 Gal. Turpentine

°1 Dos. Spra: Lacquer (Clear)

1 Dos., Spray Lacquer (Two colors of choice)

3 Gal. Brushing Lacquer

5 Gal. Lacquer Thinner,

6 Qts. Oil Stain (Instructorfm'choice)
.5 Pint Cans of Wood Filler
1 Doz. 1" Brushes
1 Dos. 2" Brushes
4 Boxes Assorted Flathead Screws
4 Boxes Assorted Nuts & Bolts

4 Boxes Assorted Sheet Metal Sctewar

6 Boxes of Coping Saw Blades

1 50 lb. Carton #8 Nails
1 50 lb. Carton #16 Nails
1 5 lb. Box Roof Nails
4 Boxes 4" x 18" Gage Brads
4 Boxes 1" x 18" Gage brads
2 5 lb. Boxes,8d Finishing Niils
2 Boxes Scroll Saw Blades
1 Box of Hack Saw Blades
2 Boxes 1/8" Pop Rivets
1 Pop Rivet Gun

* Note: All items based on 1 year of operatic.%

IF

I

84
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2 2/0 Garnet Paper 1100 per 00x)
3 6/0 Garnet Paper
3 8/0 Garnet Paper
3 Fine Emery Cloths
3 Medium Emery Cloths
3 Gallon Wnite Glue
2 'Gallon .Contact Cement

Quantities will be dependent upon activities planned by instructor

Need 2'.x IVIs; 2" x 6" Is for construction as w11 as plywood for
flooring and roofing.

Other Construction Manufacturing ,Items

Sand
Brick
Cement
Sheet Metal

'Mortar 4

Lime

Concrete
Wir'ng

Communication/Fine Art

Quantities also dependent upon activities planned by instructor

Inks

Papers
Solvents

a
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INMSTRIAL LABORATOR1

Clusters Explored in the Industrial Laboratory .

. Construction

. Communications t,

. Fine Arts

. Aanufacturing

. Transportation

. Public Service

Suggested Activities - Note In recommending activities be certain to relate each

activity to a specific occupation. It should simulate a

real world of work situation as nearly as possible.

Construction:0

Test soil for foundation analysis

. Plan and develop a model of a community

.
Design a building (employing wood, ciay, styrofoam, sketches,

detailed drawings, etc.)

. Prepare a working drawing for a project

.
Prepare specifications for a building project - make estimates

. Make bids on building projects from specifications and

estimates
. Using a topography box w4.th dirt or sand, clear, grade and

prepare a site for construction

. Make a form for pouring concrete

. Mix and place concrete

. Lay three or more courses of brick

. Decorate an interior panel or, feature

. Decorate an exterior panel or feature

. Ruild a,model of a bridge, road, or dam

. Landscape a plot or area either at school Or home

. Design and make a model of a recreation facility

. Paint or wallpaper a wall section

. Hang a doer and install hardware

. Conduct a personnel mediation and arbitration session
pertaining to labor dispute

. Measure and lay out and cut a common rafter

. Wire from a source of power through a switch to a light,
receptacle, etc.

. Install plumbing fixture, pipe, etc.

. Experience activities that involve shaping, forming, abrading,

grinding, filing, cutting, etc,, on a variety of building

materials

. kfame a wall section

.
Lay out monument board locating site marker

.
Surveying and mapping using topography box and grid chart

. Cut pipe threads

.
Lay two courses of roofing on a piece of plywood



Communications:

11

.
Take photograph, develop film, prepare for halftoning and

ultimate, printlnz

. Operate n o!rsit pr,',s or Auplisator

. Prepare a mastPr for above

. Make personairzei note pad us ng all essential processes

. Rebind a book

. splice wire westtin unto' or branch, pigtail

. Take a group photograph ,ass, develop negative,

make enlargements and 1 contact prints

. Take ,a photograph of an unusual scene develop and print

. Set type - your name, address, etc-, for your personal
-iri in a composing stick

Justify tpe proof, lock, prepare, make ready and print
30 cards on letter press

Make a radio troli kit

. Transmit and reciemessage using worse code key and buzzer

. Make an original design and transfer to linoleum block for
block pr.nting

. Make your own Christmas cards using silkscreen, block print,
or other appropriate processes

. Design class or school emblem to silkscreen on student's

teeshirts
. Make a telephone directory of class members and print for

each student
. Prepare a five minute newscast including commercials
. Make a transparency
. Run a projector
. Make an electro magnet
. Wire series and parallel circuits
. generate electricity with motion
. Control el^ctrictt) from power source through switches
. Make a tele'graph key
. Make models or,experiment with various means of communications--

highway signs ald signals, radic signal, relays, switches,
:.2at signals, sight signars, etc.

Fine Arts.

. Make scenery, costume, and other essentials for a production
. Design and make a sculpture from raw materials
. Make textile designs using a loom
. Screen print
. Make a color wheel
. Ise potter's wheel
. slip cast a product
. Make ceramic prod.rcr using clayslab, coil, pinch, etc.
. Paint scenes, portialts, etc., using water color acrylics,

oils, etc.

. Make an art la)out fora product

. Design a package for a product

8



Manufacturing:

. Design a practical useful kroduct
Make a model or prototype of the designed product

. Make a bill of materials for the product
Make a flow chart showing the operations of a product from

raw materials to marketing and distribution
Plan an operation requiring interchanging of two or more parts
Do a single op:.ratien or job for 20 minutes without doing anything

else
Experience activities involving abrading, shaping, forming,

grinding, assembling, cutting, drilling, boring, layout,
milling, etc.

. Make a jig or fiiture that would require a multiple prbduction
operation

Design and make a cardboard box for packaging a particular
object

. Route packaged materials from the production line to a
destination (simulated)

. Make an organization flow chart of a manufacturing firm

. Make a job specification for the following personnel: line
production, shipper, foreman, quality control, purchaser

Calculo e the cost of a product (manufacturing price)
Make a template

. Prepare a "tooling-up" procedure or process
Design and make a useful product for the home. Make a

survey of the product and determine its worth for production
Sell stock certificates on a manufactured product and determine

dividends to share holders
Make an object in which two pieces fit together and each piece

made by a different group
. Prepare an advertisement"for a product

Make a casting of an object - plastic, metal, plaster, etc.
Make an apparel requiring matching or coordinating features

. Make a three dimensional model
Make a production prototype

Design a flow chart for a product that would be manufactured
try automation

. Make an organization chart of personnel in a factory

Transportation: (Role playing would be a good strategy for presenting this
cluster. e.g. Service Station Attendant, Auto MechAnic
Technician, Tire Recapper)

. Disassemble and clean and reassemble small engine

. Check the gap of spark plug on a small engine

. Look under the hood of an automobile - identify 2 barrel and
4 barrel carburetors

. Identify alternator, etc.
Drain and replace anti-freeze - check specific gravity

. Check tire pressure with air gauge

. Check battery

it
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Disassemble, examine, and icassemble automotive speedome*r

.
Send and recelee a message using railroad telegraph key k

. Make a planetarium with shoe box, lights, etc

. Make a telescope

. Build a model of all means of transportation

. Design and play a transportation game similar to monopoly

. Make a travel brochure relative to-
A. A country you would like to visit

R. A means of transportation you would like to use

C. . A cruise to the Carribean

. Disassemble an auto engine, transmission or 'rear end

. Make a conveyor belt
. Make items using menanic1 advantage applicable to

transportation - sheet and axle, gear, etc.

Public Service 'Role Pla)ing is a good strategy in simulating world of work
situat'ons in this cluster)

. Have firemen come to the school and demonstrate fire-fighting
equipment and oescribe the services of the fire department

. Prepare quantitie5, of mailing pieces and-route -tWIlitou
the proper -hannels (simulated or actually in community)

. Organize a fund raising campaign

. ....onstruct working models of weather instruments and compare
reporting of weather bureau

Invite state and 1-rta1 goNernment to discuss public services
Determine the community's most dangerous highway safety hazard and

and make a study of how tnis hazard can be eliminatei. Make a model
of how it is and make suggested changes.

Plan a procedure in case of a national emergency
Select an area in school tnat one will be responsible for its

maintenance and up -keep
4

Inspect the cafeteria for health onditions
Inspect the school for fire and safety hazards and make

suggestions to eliminate same
Plan a political or election procedure
Give a 5 minute demonstration on a related trait of steely

Plan a procedure for funding a research project in the
commuAity

Plan a procedure for p.isu.ng a thief who has robbed a local

bank
Make an identiticat.on plate for an article or a bicycle
Make fingerprints for identification
Plan and make a recreation apparatus for the city/county

recreation program
. Draw plans for a county park with a lake, camping facilities,

playground, Hiking trails, zoo, exhibits, etc.
Plan an alternate route around a community

. Make a game '3 give to a local delinquent institute or hospital

. Work with someone who has been released from a correction
center to help him adjust to school

Prepare aids for attracting reading in the library

89)





Service Occupations Exploratory Lab

The clusters included in the Service Laboratory are: Consumer and Homemaking,

;:ealth Occupations, Hospitality and Recreation Occupations, Personal Service Occupa-

ti_ ,s, ,,,.,d Public Service Occupations; however, the qualifications of local personnel

should dictate the clusters within a specific laboratory.

In ire tollowing pages are suggested learning and evaluation activities, equip-

ment and nierial lists and a floor plan. These may serve as a guide in penning,

oxPrJttir,, and evaluaYn7 the activities within this laboratory. However, it is

toot 01,1 be -,f,-niamented,'revised, an expanded so as to meet the

specific ri.:ca of our students. All activities should provide occupa-

tional ;nfor,%1T the st udent to understand field and level relation-

sh:ns ((:tr ! Lc:Jder 'Ance7)t) . This aporoach will allow students to see job

T

Cr tar'

attew"t Li-t ca joor ltt,intioh to the criteria ay using the blocks

to -thr-

(yneraliz:IL, tr ',W5Hnts dru ,:xt),=.1.N, to r-, "'ive from t,w ictivitY,

(:_) the p,(Do(y-

level to the level, taus providing

Housenold Products Technician - Home

1iitructor Fashion iiesiqn-2r; Cook - Plant

d.2V:Aild a 'suggested learoing activity"

fu! -ildbc,ratory exeriences is on the following

is us,:d tP r,ean a basic format. There

olirfiless of the format one chooses, certain

c/Fioratory activity i to be meaningful. An

_ prt)totirt. ihc criteria includes: (1) the

.A.t1v;ty. (-3) ex.lionaLion or wHy explore tits activity,

(0 contir,Ity Ac. (c) honLin:JouS evaluation, (6) concise student

directions, (7) o,c14,Atino.1 information.

'it
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A variety of other teaching strategies (e.g. skits, debates, small group

discussions, oral report, field ttips, roleplaying, puzzle assembly, resource

persons, occupational ga es, deP,onstrations, radio and TV programs, panel discussions,

lectures, audiovisual input, and brainstorming) lend themselves to the exploration

program. it will be the responsibility of the teacher to develop the ideas into

appropriate instruction

Students must be voeerly prepared prior to participating in each laboratory

aori r'_ C*. also be proNilded with meaningful follow -up experiences.

fur select,ng explo:atory actvities as outlined below should be

followed:

Tne sir!ildtcs the performance of a typical job task.

2 Toe -tivity -icidiaLes the skills that may be developed in high school

occu. Moral of
3. Tne Activity provi,d,.!s occuptt-diial information.

4. The co"cti(des an opportunity for students to appraise themselves
it r,,Iati.n to plosent and future educationa) opportunities as well as

it tr." cf

tit

11.,t be der ivcd when the process is

led Lated for ,pecific activii,es in the

!,,, t_tivities, it would be advi',able for the

#
1.14e

'-4rade

1;'11';'1 '

specIfic activities are explored at

lepeated at the next or any following

tt d the clutters in luded in the Service

Laboratoty. It c sip :0,1:y he 'k-)he v.lort iol,c,ratory activities in cacti cluster

ar,2 going t 11

thQ tea()1Lr

, J t. J!1 rotate to a new cluster at the same time

,11!: n y_ i.ohlus for coesuitAdo itums. However,

,14 wiett,iym,; (e.g pu.-chasn food and other

ityms onIpine fo( s;,i!ent to cirdr,p the (oncepts rif the

specific ;

The flow PIM! (Alqwl,ts y.Ays you can drr,inge and utilize your f.A:sting

9/,
physical facilities to best advantage.
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SERVICE OCCUPATIONS LABORATORY

11N r- fiN11171T1

I

M 1

- -4
I

0

1

H J

900 sq. ft. minimum

R

mm III IQ

A = Range (1) (Electric) 30"x24"x32"
B = Autanatic Washer (1) (optional)
C = Electric Dryer (1) (vented)
D = Sink (Kitchen) (1) 30" double bowl

E = Refrigerator/Freezer (1) 13 cu, ft.

F = Mirror (over lavatory) (1)
G = Cutting board 18"x24" (1)
H Formica counter topS
I = Lavatory sink 18"x18" (1)
J = Cleaning closet 36"x24"x84" (1)
K =Tote tray base cabinet (2)
L = Garment storage 36"x24"x84" (1)
M = Ironing area
N = Sewing machines (4)
0 = Trapezoidal tables (4) 30"x30"x30"x60"

(1) round 48" diameter; (1) sq. 16"x36"
(Allows flexible arrangement)

1500 sq, ft. suggested

P = Teacher's desk (1)
Q = Night table (1) (optional)
R = Hospital bed (1) (optional)
S = Resource carrels (2)
T = Bookcase ( min. 4 linear ft.)

U . Shelves
V = Base cabinet (1)
W = Dishwasher (1) (optional
X = Chalkboard (maximum 4')
Y = Bulletin board (
Z = Base shelf storage 36"x24"x37"

Chairs (plastic molded, variety
of colors) (16)

41111111111111-



CONSUMER & HOMEMAKING
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Small Electric Appliances
Blender (1)
Mixer (1)
Can Opener (1)
*utomatic Coffeemaker (1)
Fry Pan (skillet) (1)

Toaster (1)
Waffle Baker/Grill (1).

Buffet,Renge (hot plate) (1)

Kitchen Equipment
Fry pan or skillet (1)

Saucepans (1 1/2 qt. & 2 qt.)

Double Boiler (1)

Cookie sheets (2)

Square pan,(8"x,3,") (1)

Cooling racks (2)

Candy thermometer (1)
Pastry brush (1)

Rubber spatulas (2)
Sifter (1)

Egg beater (1)
Cutlery set (1)

Wooden spoon (1)
Paring knives (2)
Rolling pin (1)
Tongs (1)

Cookie press (1)
Meas.uring spoons (2 sets)
Liquid measuring cups (,2)
Dry measuring cups (2 sets)
Refrigerator dishes (3 or 4)

Collander-(1)
Ice bucket (1)
Cannister set (1)
Placemats (4-6)
Dinnerware)
Silverware) Service for 4-6

Glassware )
Salt & pepper shakers (1 set)
Sugar & creamer (1 set)
Punch bowl & ladle (1)

Punch cups (1G -20)

Sandwich tray (1)
Oval serving tray (1)
Dish drainer (1)
Dish cloths & towels (10)

-4-

SERVICE LABORATORY

PERSONAL SERVICES

PUBLIC SERVICE HOSPITALITY & RECREATION

LIST OF SUGGESTED MATERIALS

0

Other Materials
Gloryhead or wigstand & wigs (1 or 2)
Comb & brush (1)
Rollers & hair clips (10)
Hand mirro (1)
Hair dryer (1)
Make-up kit (1)
Manicure kit (1)
Styling comb (1)
Cutting board - (Dressmaker) (1)

Straight pins (1 box)

Needles (variety of sizes)
Scissors or shears (2-3)
Tape measure (2-3)
Yardstick (1)

Hem marker (1)
ironing board (1)
Steam iron (1)



Health Materials

'Hospital 5ed (optional) (1)
Microscope (optional) may be borrowed frOm another departmentAn school (1)
Screen, folding tional) (1)
Table, overbed (optional) (1)
Nightstand (optional) (1)
Blanket - needed if hospital bed ts available (1)
Sheets. (?1

Pillow (1)

Pillowcases (2)
Towels and washcloths (2)
Patient'..., gown (1)

File chart (1)

tneemilerer (oral) (2 or 3)

Stethcicope (optional) (1)
Ice na9 11

rs I, it I I;

12, =irid

3L1', -titer -(qay use one available elsewhere in school) (1)
SneHTI ,;)

''',,c211xlec,u: Materials
(

c:,,J3ner

,P,foor7s 1,21

_ust

Cicaciry,

0
screy.c:Ivef

W' rte

ta:es

If the Occupational Information Center,
LOOD is available, these may be housed there.

pi9 eLtor 0;
_ However, there is a need for them in

( ) each laboratory.
121d.ce

(ly

Hoad ')(1)13 '4)

ndependent stu,.i auto vance (1)

Ov.-,T3t;ondi OutleoK Handbook (1)

DIU:ona(:!of_Occuoational T-.*les (1 set)
Period, cats cuited to grade led e7 (Ex.: Today's Health, Changing Times)

BUDGET NEEPEO FOR CONSUMABLE ITEMS: The overall budget will need-to include monies-for con----
suffiable items However, the teacher needs to be cautious of overbuying (e.g. purchase food
or otYler items only in the amounts necessary frir the students to grasp the occupational con-
cepts of the specific activity). Large quantities of food buying as in a tradttionailoods
class is discouraged.

e

*If equipment funds are limited, a variety of less expensive equipment may be advisable.
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. CRITERIA
__-

I want 'my students to be able to de;ons tr ate ,
Verbally or i n writing ,these or s ar ger-
erall zations Or ideas: _

.l'eop can' t afford to buy everything; they
want at the time they want i t. _ _

.Money is used by everybody in a fami ly and ACTIVITY.: "Steps in Making Consumer Deci si ors"
a

Teacher Information Sheet

PROTOTYPE

O

everybody must decide what he must nave now
be we buy t sings that might not be

1essenti al .
t clot si ck, have an acci dent,

e , :I we ;icy d Ore ..:-oney than we e a r n
th,,; A,A-4 :- how an we pay for

No .,11 energenc,, ?

k ot,s1 stec,t with the gene fsal -
t :,, stuje.nt= to get? will

reed Iso exol :we fi nar-ci al de-
.e.pf?ri ences as horienakers

s .i, ordQr to be able to 1 Ut I!
1 i

/-
What ace ons fron al I c. _.,1dents?

,1-tow are trip neLd, :,et of those students
whose nteres is nu.-1 Ai 1 11.1 es ex tend be-
yond the group?

:.3`ns?
. _

r t good
'la', For the

What material s and equipment do I need to
provide for my s ti oentS i n order, tor them
to carry out this activity?

C

7

CLUSTER CONSUMER AND HPEMAKM, EDUCATION

PURPDS-1-.--Rudents wi 1 1 explore the fi nznici al
deci sion-making process of_ he] ng

"homemakers and consumers

APPNACH. : This i earning 'package is designed to
be used,bystudents wi th a °minimum of
help from the teacher. Poor readers
fray need 'hel p n_readi ng the instruc-
tions.
J

Al 1 students should core I ete the
Introducti on , preview., Acti crt-i.es
-3, and review sections. ` %

i$cti vi ties 4 and 5 are obtonal for
those students whose abi I 1 ti es e4end
beyond th'ose of the gr'oup. In addi-
tion; the teacher may wi sti to suggest
4ddi.ti onal filmstrips, readsreading refer-
rinrps or other- resources .

1

a

EQUIP. & Table and chairs
MATERIALS teen Guide to Homemaki tin

Several-, tariii 1.y descriptions
Flictures items to support f,:mily
descriptions

'

k
-
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-EVALUATION: Exploratory activities are not to be
graded, but student progress is to be
evaluated continously. Specific knowl-

edge r skill related to the performance
of a job is not expected to occur. Now-,

ever, the'teacher will want to provide
adequate guidance based on an inforral
evaluation of-how the students are pro-
gressing in understanding the nature of
the ,ork, the skills,. attitudes.and
values that must be d velopid by workers
in order to sentience uture earning
activities. The,info al evaluation will

also suggest the deve opment of additional
learning activities an teaching materials.

4

9



LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE

Does this give the students overall
directions for completing this LAP?

Does this convey the ideas I want -1

the students to get when doing the

activities?

Will this preview help the student to
measure his ability to make wise con-
sumer decisions at this period of

.time? Will his individual values be
reflected?

\I

.e.

Does the activity require the stu-
dents to make decisions? Is making
consumer decisions the purpose of

the overall activity?

CLUSTER:
Consumer & Homema i Education

Occtpations

OCCUPATION: Homemaker

ACTIVIT'i: Steps in Making Consumer Decisions

INSTRUCTIONS: You are to complete Activities 1,

2 & 3. You may complete Activities 4 and 5 if

you wish.

INTRODTTION: The occupation of a tiomemaker is

a very important one that includes many responsi-

bilities. Each member of the ,amity is a home-

maker. An important job of a homemaker is to

learn to use money, time= and energy wisely. A

person who uses their talent, time, money, and --

energy to secure things is called a "consumer:"

A consumer pays for things that are necessities
first and then decides how he will secure other
thihgs he wants.

PREVIEW: Are you a wise consumer? Ope who can

justify how money is used? Assume you are a home-

maker earning $4')0 monthly ($100 weekly) take .

home pay, what things would you pay for first?

List in the left hand column below:

Thei-e are some things we would like t' have after'

the essentials are paid for, thus we need to make

additional consumer decisions.

ACTIVITY 1: Organize as a member of a. group of 4.
Role-play the financial dcision-making situation
described below. Each member of the group will

assume a family role. Stop the action after all
persons have stated their case as to how he fEels

the money should be best spent and continue with

Activity 2.

SETTING: The family is gathered around the kitch

en table. The father announces that he has $16.0

left Tier from his paycheck and the family must
decide how to use it. Each p6rson has an item

they would like to buy.

Father: wants to buy a new golf bag to replace of

one.
Mother: wants to buy a portable electric mixer be

cause her old one cannot be repaired.

Daughter: wants a new pair of pants to wear on a

date.

Son: wan's a new baseball glove because he is a

new member of the school team.



Will this be a fun-type activity
for some of my students - yet
will they see the relationship
to the consumer decisions?

:Will this occupational information show

my student., tne relationship in
the activities they have performed
i. n this prototype and the perform-
ance of employees?

-10-

ACTIVITY 4: If you enjoyed the ,noleplaying about
making_financial decisionS, you ray find It fun LO
comrlete the sentences in tre ooe;, t, pow. 1:111 in
the blanks in every other line by cnuo ing a word
that riymes wit' the last word of the previous 1 i t3

Consumer- Cl ues

Managing money wisely can be a real concern,
Especially for consumers who have much to _____
Cathy Consumer needs help, she does indeed,
In order to tell a .want from a

A!1 the clothes she sees, she wants to own,
If she used her resources witn a little more care,
Then her wallet would not be quite so
it seems-as if Cathy never learns
To save sothe of the money that she
She seldom figures what she must owe,
Until her account is extremely
If Cathy would save a little each weex,
The end of the month wouldn't he so
But because she spends almost every penny,
Her money is gone, and she doesn't have
Cathy could make her money behave,
If only she would learn to
Let's help Cathy with a few
Other things that se might
Although she f, nd it a terrible bore,
She could co'4,are goods from store to
Cathy is attracted by gualicks and gags,
But she should take time to study the
When bills are due, instead of ranting and raging,
She could have planned for them bv systemati c

With ou770-W7 Cathy has ea fried ,

So as a consumer, s,,! ,o longer t;)e

"Puzzle Poems," WhaL s- fiew in Hon conomi cs ,
XxXV1 (September, 19721 , p, 28

ACTT JITY 5: i fo you think you would like to help
people, 1n addi t NI to your fame ly rn making con-

, sumer_ des tsi ens , _may _.1.-n30y_ r'rt -640 OL CU-

pations in thic, area.

Consumer servire representative, -een 6ul go to
homemaking ,' 0 220,

Personal shopper, Tc:en ,uido p 22,

Hurst r?. tettsi , n
p. 222.

9!)
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Censurer and F.omemaking Cluster

Suggested Outline for Consumer and Homemaking in Occupational Exploration in the Middle trade'

I. The Intrinsic Value of a Homemaker to the Family Unit

A. Sample Learn-141g and Evaluation Activities

1. DrTatize a situation that shows the importance of desirable role

interaction of family members.

2. View selected cartoons which illustrate responsibilities of different

fasjIy members.

3. Mac a collage illustrating the responsibilities of homemakers (wife

or mother, husband or father).

4. Invite a panel of people consisting of homemakers and students to discuss

the expected responsibilities of homemakers in caring for the home and

forHly.

5. For one,weel\ Neep a "picture diary" of roles you witness being performed

hocemaker as she and/or he cares for the family. (e.g. Use discarded

magazines to clip ads or pictures of people depicting their work role.in

the home nursemaid, dietitian, food buyer, cook, dishwasher, housekeeper,
laundress, seamstress, practical nurse, maintenance man, gardener, chauffeur).

6. Write a paragrapn on three persons ' " 'r work role influences

tnell' family life. Ex:- concert artist, factory worker, teacher.

II. The Extrinsic Value of a Homemaker If She Were Not A Member of the Family

A. Sample !coffin) Lvaluatioglactivi ties

1. SeleLt six roles performed regularly by a homemaker=mage earner you xnow.,

and dovelop a list of the knowledges and skills needed to perform each role.

2. Fla: "Occu:.ation Reference: Game activity, "What's New in Home

Ccch-rics, A/AVII Mirch, 1973, p. 151. Substitute names of occupations of,

1-,.!waker-wage earner.)

3. Reai the chart from Changing Times, April, 1973, p

4. Using a worl,sreet bared on this chart, have students ces,oute the week17,

r.icAitnij, and yearly salary.

III. Simulate A.ti; of the Homemaker as a laundress

.
Sample, Harnir.: and Lvaiiiation Activities

1. 111 °locus on Family Wash'l and list steps for washing clothes.

(Refere!:1:e: Filmstrip and pamphlt, Proctor and Gamble).

. 11-! a sarev of types of soaps, detergents, and other laundry produc ts

used in or cla?)s ;.embers. Do a cost comparison.

3. V-_7.it 1,onJcomat and an automatic Lleaning establishment.

4. Di'.. -J= faete s to consider when using a dryer: time, temperature,

reelo';o1.

5. 1-11sodii w i i 1--,cuSS iro.ling and pressing equip ment.

6, .fig'..
"Te-hriques fer Pressing." (3M Comnony)

7. Demnnsiii- ironing and pressing basic techniques on garments such as:

dress, blo,,cf skirt, shirt, and pants (brought from home).

IOU
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IV. Simulate Activities of the Homemaker as a Seamstress

EvaluationA. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. Check individual wardrobe for clothing needing to'be repaired.

a. Make a list
b. Select one item and bring to repair in class

2. Assemble a sewing kit for making simple Npairs.
3. Observe a demonstration of a correct method to make repairs.

a. length of thread

b. using double or single thread

. c. threading a needle

d. kno*:ing the thread correctly

e. steps involved in repairs mentioned

4. Earn sewing machine license.

a. thread machine

b. thread bobbin

c. back stitch
d. 'sew a straight.seam
e. turn a square corner
f. sew a curve

5. Make a simple garment using the assembly-line approach (e.g. beach 60.

V. Simulate Activities of the Homemaker as a Housekeeper

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. View selected filmstrip and list home care responsibilities. (Filmstrip:

Proctor and Gamble, Road to Responsibility)
2. 'View selected transparency and discuss items to consider in plannirrn

of time. (Transparency: -Scholastic School Service, Planning Your Time)

3. With teacher's help, develop outline to follow when doing a research

project. Develop forms for recording results. In teams of two, use

research method to study various Ways to do one housekeeping job. After

analyzing results, demonstrate best way to class and tell why it is best.

4. During-each demonstratioh of the best method for 40ing a job, take
polaroid pictures and use photos to make a bulletin board or posters on

"Help Wanted At Home."
.5., Watch a demonstration, then try:. use of vacuum cleaner, how to dust,

use of dusting aids, cleaners, and waxes.

VI. Simulate Activities of the Homemaker in the Role of a Nursemaid

A. $ample Learning and Evaluation Activitiese

.1. Listen to and participate in discussion after a panel discussion on
acceptable and unacceptable_ ways of,getting along with children - using

parents, nursery school teachers, and baby-sitters. Tape or videotape

'the discussion and use for reference during general discussion.

2. View filmstrips, "The Job - The Kids" and "Baby-Sitting" to find out the

qualifications and responsibilities of a babysitter. (Filmstrips:

Guidance Associates) "The Babysitter" (Filmstrip: Bell Telephone Co.)

3. Listen' to a resource persoh - policeman, rescue squad member-, fireman,

etc., talk on handling emergency situations when baby-sitting.

4. Perforthe following activity: Pretend a child is playing with your

purse. Remove each item and tell if it might be dangerous and why.



5.- View filmstrip, "Toys and Activities for Pre-School' Children" and discuss

ideas presented in classtoons, 'Homemade Developmental Toys." (Filmstrip:

J. C. Penney Company; ClaSstoons: #CT1500C Scholastic School Service, 904

Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632.)

6. Construct a simple homemade toy or game.

VII. Simulate Activities if the Homemaker in the Role of Dieti,tian

A. Sample Learning and Evaluatiot, Activities

1. Participate in a committee to study and prepare visuals for one of the

following:
a. food groups
b. food sources

c- classification of nutrients ; protein, fats. carbohydrates, minerals,

and vitamins

2. Play the game Yummy Rummy, to determine.your understanding of food sources

of nutrients. (American School Food Service Association, 41-01 E. Lliff,

Denver, Colorado 80222 - $1,25)

3. Prepare with the blender and serve several appropriate snacks from the .

milk food group. Analyze them for ease of preparation% taste and nutrition-.

VIII. Simulate Activities for the Homemaker the Role of Cook

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. Respond to a pre-test, "Can You Name This?" Give name and use of utensil

, or tool,
2. Participate in utensil hunt to learn where various pieces are kept.

. 3. View student demonstrations of the use and care of small equipment.

4. View demonstrations conducted by resource person on use and care of

major appliances.

5. View selected filmstrip and list the safety conditions to observe in the

kitchen.

6. Become familiar with abbreviations, measurements, and terms used in recipes.

7. View a demonstration on the correct method of reasuring. Compare serving

tablespoon with standard measuring spoon.

8. Study a recipe. Interpret directions, abbreviations and terms to a class

partner;
9, Work in a small group. Plan and prepare a simple snack using a recipe.

(e.g. - a. cocoa to illustrate that milk cooking requires. a low temperature,

b. milk shake to demonstrate that addition of air to a product increases

quantity.).
At .,

IX; Simulate Activities of tne Homemaker in the Role of a Practical Nurse

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. Prepare a display of first-aid supplies. Label each item. (Bulletin:

First-Aid Manual, Garden City, New York)

,2. Given ,index cards with conimon emergencies described, select the first-aid

items needed from the display and describe how to use it,

3. Prepare a puppet show to present to fellow classmates or to lower grade

,classmates. Puppets can be made from construction paper, paper bags, or

fabr. 'uppet may represent some aspect of physical health.

E . diet, sleep, exercise, etc. Each puppet may play a part that reveals

t e contributions it makes keepira,johysically healthy and how being healthy

a fects one's wo
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1

4. Construction of improvised equipment (e.g. bed rest, disposable waste

container).

X. Simulate Activities of the Homemaker in the Role of a Food Buyer

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. Visit several grocery stores to observe the method of displaying foods.

2. Make graphs of various foods ,showing seasonal variations.

3. Read and compare lab6ls on packages and cans. .

.

4.. Compare prices of different forms of same food (ex: powdered milk,

fresh milk).

5. Compare prices of different sizes of same fooa.

. XI. Interpretation of Consumer and Homemaking and Occupational Homemaking Courses

at the High" Schobl

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. Mini field trip for obseeviltg a class engaged in homemaking activities.

2. Resource person (e.g. an enthusiastic student share his or her concepts

of the homemaking p:gram). .

3. View slides ta,ken of activities on-going in homemaking and/or FHA.

4. View FHA scrapbook to become familiar with the organization.

5. Panel discussion on the benefits received from taking Consumer and
Homemaking courses (parents students, and administrators could be used

for the panel).

A

a
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS CLUSTERS

Suggested Outline for. Health Occupations in Occupational Exploration in the Middle Grades

I. Orientation

A. Sample Leacnir and Evaluation Activities for Health Information

1. Survey students' interests (this information will provide ideas
for "hands-on" experiences, field trips, resource persons, etc.)

2. -View film "HorizonsUnlimited" or similar film.
3.,-View want ad section of newspaper for health ads and circle these

with felt tip pen.,

4. Make a collage (want ads may be used, advertisements of health
products, pictures of health workers, pictures that depict the job
oescription of workers).

5., Take d _true/false test listing 100 or less statements relating to
health care and treatment, such as: "Some aspirins are far superior

to other aspirins;" "All radio and television advertising about what-

'is good or tad for your health is good." .

6, 'Select 15 iTlisco.ncoptions from introductory test on which to test

their parents.

11. Medical Terminoloy

A. Sample Learning and LLIluation activities for Medical Terminology

I. Play bins ,o game (may be used for identifying abbreviations, pre-

fixes and" suffixes; .

2. Jse flash cards to identify :nany of the health workers by their

-professional name r a tier than the lay name.

III. Prevention of Spreading Germs

A. Sample 125 inctivities and Evaluation for the Prevention of the

Spreading of

I. Take pre-film test questions.

2. View film "Handwashing Procedure, "" or similar film and complete

progra,l.
3. Take post -tile questions.

4. Practice correct procedures for hand washirg.

IV. Measuring Body Heat

A. Sample Learning Activities and Evaluation for Measuring Body Heat

1. Complete proyar-,ied instruction on proper use of the thermometer,

taking pulse and respiration. American Red Cross, Home Nursing

Programmed Instruction.

2. Have quAl i fied resource person demonstrate taking temperature,
cleaning the themireter, taking pulse and respiration.

3. Take temperature, deur) the thermometer, take pulse and respiration.

10



V . Screeni ng One 's Health-Weight-Height-Vision

A. Sample Learning Activities and Evaluation for Screening One's Health

1. Teview height and weight chart..

2. Demonstrate the procedure of weighing and measuring a patient us-ing

the health meter scales.
3. Reigh and measure a classmate.
4, Compare his weight and height with the weight and height chart.

.5. Check classmates' eyes using the Snellen (E) Chart.

VI: The Role of the Dental Assistant,. Dental Hygienist, and Dental Technician

A. Sample Learning Activities acid Evaluation in the Dentist's Office

1. View loops or filmstrips oh dental assistant, dental hygienist
and dental !Ichnician.

2. Write a generalization for e'ach-(this should indicate their under-

.
standing of the role of each).

3. Simulate activities that would be typical of eacr, (Ex.: dental

hygienist - (lenionstrate how to use'dental floss). "Fingers & Floss"

4. ,o,riplete. "Take ,..A Lao!-: Your Teeth" (fr e from North CarolinaState
Board of Heal tn, Den tal Heal to Di si .

5., Cv,ole.te "dental Putzle" (free from ticKt-th Carolina State Board of

Health, Dental Health Uivisi,on).,

VII. Preparing a Patient's Unit f,-a- Au,iission

ariple Learning Act] vi ties and Evaluation for Preparing a Patient's- Unit

toc Admission

1. rears cc 1;s ten to the "aterial on the importance of order cleanli-

nes, . ;f Si ng roc:- dunes )

B. 'Live an e 'oloyee fro: the LouseVeePing department of the hospital
ite the procedure for cl?aning a unit.

3. C,Erti the unit following the directions on "-Cleaning A Unit."

4. Carplete the prograAred materials on putting a pillowcase on a pillow.

(Reference: American Red Cross, Home Nursing Programmed Instruction.)

5. Make the closed beer. (Reference: Bas ic, Nursing Procedures.)

6. Arrange the furniture as, it wc,..ld be arranged in a hospital room.

VIII. Who Am I?

A. Sample learning Act; vi tics and [valuation for "Who An I?"

1. Read or listen to "tonfusinh it. the Hec,pi ta I ."

2. Make badges represeetiAive o c toe v,orkers in the health field.

3. Design and play a :Pie, "TO ^11 the Trutn." (Students' dress de-

pi cting as wary/ differ-enc. 1, itn occopa t a--) possible; they can

wear a CaMOUf I fifle cver thei .ress until the true identity is es-

tablished. When ,ev give a hrief job driscriblion and

Ma`/ tOoIS t 111 r,1,.nutivt, rid

";)
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IX. Interpretation of Health Occupations Courses at the High School

A. Sample Learning Nd Evaluation Activities_

1. View filMstrip, "Debbie and Doug Search for Tomorrow.' (This maybe

borrowed' from Health Occupations teacher.)
. .

2. Mini -field trip to observe students involved in health occupations

activ*ties.
3.. Resource person (e.g. Efinthusiaitic student snare his or her con -

cftpts of the health occupations program)
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HOSPITALITY AND RECREATIO CLUSTER

-40
Suggested Outline for Hospitality and Recreation Oc upations in Occupational Exploration in
the\Mi ddle Grades.

I. Orientation

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1._ Use the dictionary to define terms "vocational' and "avocational ."
List seve.-al activitie,s for each.

2. ,List free time activities and interests, suggest possible career or
job opportunities related to etch. I/

3. Discuss-illustrations from comics depictin9 situations involving,
hospitality ancl recreation.

4. Use want ads section of the paper to list or circle careers or +-

opportunities related to hospitality and recreation:
5. Interview a person who works in the field of hospitality and recreation.
6. Invite an enthusiastic resource person in hospitality and.recreation to

come interact with cl ass members (ex: airline stewardess or steward) :

II. Tourism

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. Completion of questionnaire, "What Do You Know About Your Community?"
2. Examine A North- Carolina map, list an Outstanding attraction of the

State in each of the following categories:
a. hi stori cal
b. educational or cultural
c. entertaining for families
d. entertaining for older couples
e. sceni c r.
f. unusual

4. Draw on state map a circle tour - one day, half-day, three days.
5. List main highways through your qommunity and good stopping points

within 25-50 miles,
6. Rol epl ay di recting a stranger to several points of interest.

a. Use the words right, left, straight ahead. Avcrid east, west,
north and south.

b. Show on a map where the tourist is now and where he is going. If
Naps are not available, draw a sketch to illustrate your directions.

7. Fill in county names on an outline trfary_of North Carolina.
8. Create devices for stimulating tourism to your towno (Ex.: Welcome

signs; participation in "We're Glad You're Here" program.)

III. Food Services

A. Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

1. Have local resource person discuss employment opportunities in the food
service industry, pointing out requirements for training art experience
for lead ous posi ti ons .

2. Check newspaper went ads and list the type of employment opportunities
available in the food service industry in your area.

I
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S. Review the chart - "Jobs Available in he Food Service Incluttry.".
(Resorce: ."Your Career in the Hotel - 'Motel Industry" - Free. The ..

Educational Institute of the American Hotel and Motel, Association,
Kellogg Center., Michigan State University, East 'Lansing, Mich'. 48823).

4: Take field trips to local -eating establishments to obierve tasks being
done'by workers. . .

.._

5. Compare tasks observed to the chart -"Jobs. Available in the Focid-
.

= Servi ce Industry,." .
c., .;"

6. Eat at several eating'establishrcents in order to become .more familiar
with the role of the guest or customer.

--

7. Take a field trip to foud, protessing .p.] ant; wholesale gi oce'ry.,)aritlior
bakery to look for occupations other, than those in food service "which ,.

. use related knowledge and skills.
& Interview an emp/oyer,as to characteristics,nee`ded for individual's -

success in employtnent .' l'

9. Use catalogs and exhibits to study desirable qualities to De found in
appropriate clothing forthe food service worker.

10. Invite a representative of the employment service fo talk to the
"class-about laws and regulations-rented specifically to food service ,

work such as : age and health requi rements, dress reqqirernents, and k
heal th certificates. .

11. View transparencies: "Sanitation in the Kitchen:1'
12. Experiment: empty pencil sharpener onto a paper' towel. Put finger

tips on pencil trimmings. Then set the- table (one place setting).
Observe how easily bacteria can be spread.

IV. -Hotel and Motel

A. .Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities:

1. Field trip to hotel arcs /or motels in the corrniunity.to become aware
of the Job opportunities they afford. 8

2.Work along with employed personnel for a short period in order to
observe the tasks to be performed.

3. Select an Item from an exhibit of cleaning supplies anct'equipment
used for motel rooms and prepare a _Mort demonstration of its use-

4. View regulation poycies t2 be followed when entering a hotel or
motel room

S. Perform some assigned cleaning tasks wi thin the school- such as 11

cleaning Carpet, bare floors, and glass doors.
6. Invite a resource person who travels a great deal to discuss what he

expects in a well-kept room.
7. View the post cards of hotels and motels. List the exterior traits

that would appeal to tourists.
8. Examine the post cards showing the interior of hotels and motel-S. .

List the things you see that would appeal is a guest.
9. Fill out the sample registration card for a motel rout. Compare

yours to the one which has been completed. b t
1

V.' Sample Rationale and Behavioral Objectives for Designing a Learning Activity
Package Which Encompasses Several Aspects of Hospitality and Recreation

A. Rationale - Hospitality and recreation offer extensive opportuni ties now

and in the future - People and communities find that they .require assist-,
ance activities, providing facilities, and acquiring new skills

to enrich living. in the future, leisure in our society will abound

even mares amplifying the need for trained recreators to cope with its
challenges-.

1 08

. ,
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B. Behavioral Objectives

1. Upon completion of this unit, each participant wit; design an informal
invi tati on, of choice which has the proper size; proportipn , and

' design to fit the occasion. The teacher will determine whether the
i nvi tati on .m,eets the criteria.
Upon completion of this unit, each participant Will write an informal
invitation .i n ink that includes: type e' acti vi ty, 'date, -hour,
location and R S .V P. The teachers gill d,eter, ne whether the written
i nvi tati on meets the criteria. -

3. Given a vase or a container, styrofoam, permanen flowers, and written
. rules of design, each participarrt upon completion of this unit wi 1 l

arrange -a cerinrpiece. The ability of the student to ,,successful ly
complete this objective wi 11 be -ietermined by the teacher,

4. Given ri bbo.n; diagram arid written steps i n tying a corsage bow, each
parti-ci-pant c,pon completion of this unit will tie a corsage bow. The

student wi 1 I meet this oUective to the satisfaction of the teacher.
5. Gi i/en a bow, permanent flower, and written stepS` on a poster, each

parti ci pant wi 11 make a mini ature corsage upon cc. pl eti on of this unit.
. The student will meet this objective to the s ti s action of the teacher.

. Given at' least 3. recreational ideas ar-i a 1 is of mAterials ,-_. each pal -
ti pant -upon compl etion ,of this unit, II b abl to i de nti fy (orally
or in writing) 'and make those materials that re appropriate for one
recreational idea. The student's ability to achieve this 6bjeCti ve
wi I 1 ire determi ned by the Reacher'.

7. Given the student-prepared materials, the oalstici pants upon ,completftin
of-this IA) t , will demonittate through role playing the selected rec-
reatioaal_ 'idea- . The student's ability to achi eve thi s objective wi 1 I
be determined by the teacher.

8. Given a list of facts about entertai ni-ng, menu planning, and recipes,
each participant upon compl.setion of this unit, wi 11 demonstrate in
writing an appropri ate menu for n informal occasion. The teacher wi
determine the student's abiTi ty to meet this objecti ve.

9. Given a simple recipe and ingredientS, each participant or group of
Darticipants Upon completion of this unit wall prepare ,an appropriate
food or beverage.-. The student or, students will meet this objective to'
the satisfaction of- the teacher.

10. Given the student - planned menu, a chart on arrangeoent of table setting,
plates, napkins and cups, each participant upon completion of this unit,
will demonstrate the ...eitting of a table. The teacher will determine the
student's ability to achi eve this objecti ve .

11. Given occupational information, each participant coon completion of this
unit, will demonstrate brolly or in writing that he can ,li st At least
di fferent occupations related to the hospitality and. rvecreati on cluster.

'\ The student w i l l meet this objecti ve to the satisfaction of the teacher.

et



PERSONAL SERVICES

I. Orientation

A. Sample Learning and Evaluatiori Activities

-1. Write your definition of the personal services.cluster and compare
it wi tip the definition ,written by the teacher.

2. List at least 10 different occupations that would be classified as
personal services occupations.

3 . View want ads section of the news aper or magazine to find the de-
mand for the jobs you ,listed in umber 2. Circle these with a
colored pen.

-4. Use the want ads to demonstrate the qualities sought more frequently
in various personnel.

. II. Co metolpgy

.Sample Learning and Evaluation Activities

. 1._. Go on a'field trip to a school of cosmetology-or a beauty shop to
become .5amilier,wi.th the jobs performed by a cosmetologist.

.,2. Make a poster to Shaw jobs that may be done by the cosmetologist
,opher than wast, set, and comb heir. .:,.

3. Use ihnystery'boe'technique for identifying tools.,of a cosmetologist.
I. View a filmstrip or -loop on thp cosmetologist.
5. Use resource materials to identify and.l.kt the qualities that a

-cosmetologist Mik possessin order to gain.and maintain a steady
clientele. '

6. Choose from a list the. correct definitions- of terms (e.g. blow cut,
manicure, frosting; facial , .'ti nt,' pedicure). . .

7. ,tising -the Occupational Outlook Handbook, -describe the qualifications
. ;of 6 cosmeto logist, : 1 . ,

8.- View the charts "Tools of a Man4curist'' and "Steps in Giving a
. Manicure." 3

9. Gi ye .yourself ,or a classmate & mani cure:
10. Practice rolling, ombing, and brushing a wig.

*Similar. activities may tie done for simulating the occupation of a barber.

III. Simulate Short Order Restaurant

A. Sample Learning ana evaluation Activ;t(ie:,

1. Demonstrate the possible sequence of jobs for a caok .(e..9. kitchen
helper through head chef) through role play, art4AV other related
activities.

2. View filmstrip and listen to tape, "Tile Waitress" by Eyegate Company.

3. Bescribe the Board of Health requirements for. waiters and waitresses.
4.. Plan for and go on a field trip to a short order restaurant to become

familiar with the duties performed by different workers.
-5. Discuss check sheet used by sanitarian.

1 J 0
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6 Simulate the responsibilities of the waiter or waitress, busboy,

cbcf or cook,*cashier, manager, sanitarian and customers in an

improvised short order restaurant setting.

7. Identify places where one may be trained as a chef or cook.

*Naming restaurant and adding appropriate props creates a more realistic

situation and interest.

**Simulation Of a fakery may be done similarly'to the short-order restaurant.

IV.. Dry Cleaner or Laundry Worker

A. Sample Learnirg and Evaluation Activities

I Visit a laundromat and an automatic cleaning establishment;_ also visit

a conventional laundry and dry cleaner's establishment.

2. Contrast the services and cost of these services observed on the two

field trips.

3 View a pqster or chart showing commercial equipment used in a laundry

o dry cleaner's. Idencify.the workers who use specific equipment.

4. Practice using the iron at various temperatures on samples of various

. types of materials. Summarize the relationship between temperature

and type 'of material.

5. Given the necessary supplies and charts, practice techniques of removing

one or two stains on samples of fabric. (Reference: Bulletin:, U. S.

Depar,ment of AOculture, Stain Removal From Fabric.;.)

6. Invite a linen service routeMan to share with the class. his job

responsibilities.

it
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APPIENDIX F

UCCUPATIQNAL INFORMATION CENTER
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Occupational Information Center

The Occupational InformatiTi and Student Self-Appraisal Center is a vital part of any

effective exploration program.

Activities in this laboratory should provide students the opportunity to engage

in learning experiences related to self-appraisal and ;nformation about the world

of work. Occupational information and self-4praisal should be closely connected to the

carefully planned experiences in the other laboratories, so as to provide students

immediate follow-up and reinforcement to these learning experiences.

Provisions should be made for students in all laboratory areas to have access

to the occupational information center at least once each week. This will enable them

to study about job opportunities related to laboratory activities during-the time

they are engaged in "hands-on" experieggP"

The following pages give some suggestions for facility layout, equipment, and

teaching materials, along with sere student activities. A word of caution is given,

',owever, concerning teaching°61g
TAY f404m4P911 i&Wirowing amount of occu-

pational information on the market today,_some of whiCh is of questionable value;

therefore, it is strongly recommended that any material purchased be carefully

reviewed by the teachers whc will use the'material. Only those materials that fill

a particular need for the studentF in your school /s and which are in line with the

occupational exploration concept should be secured.
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OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION LABORATORY

LEGEND
A. int storage cabinet 'x4'x7'
R. = storage shelf

1' width x 12' length
C. storage,cabinets'21 z 12'
D. = chalkboard/bulletin board*
E. stew chair 3' 2:3'. ,

F. = stable 2' x 2'

G. im lounging pillows 18* diameters
H. area rug 9' x121.
I. =, study carrels 3' x 3'
J. portable filmstrip screen
K. m round table 3' diameter
L. = round table 4' diameterL etudent'desk 18" x 3'*
a. *teacher desk 3' x 2' *
0. *, filing cabinet 2' x 18"
P. samagasine rack 2' x 1'
04. so portable partition*

*Itsos to be provided by local unit

Scale

AREAS:
1. Listening area
2. Conference-office area
3. Discussion area
4. Browsing area
5. Individual study area



List of Suggested Equipment

filmstrip projector
film loop projector
record player
player-recorder
large screen
video tape equipment
silent viewer studymate
portable screen (easel type)
A-V Table
independent study auto vance

previewer

head sets
slide projector
cassette recoruer
movie projector
filmstrip viewers
filmstrip cabinet
paper cutter
duplicator
typing tobles (4,5)
teacher's desk*
aide's desk*
6 position carrel with dual AC power-outlets
steel card cabinet
charging tray
all purpose tables (round and rectangular)
sections.of magazine shelving

four drawer filmstrip storage cabinE
listening centers for use with headphones

stacking chairs
cassette players
bean chairs*
reading lamps*
bookcase
area rug*
disp4y board
magazine ra

*Items to be provided by local-units

I tea-



List of Suggestec Pesource Materials: (filmstrips)

Eye Gate House

Are You Looking Ahead?
Do You Like Flowers?
Do You Love Animals?
Do You Like Sports?
How About Being An Electronics Assembler?
Would You Like To Be A Cashier?
Looking At Business Careers
Want To Work In A,Laundryq
Would Yoi Like Hospital Wog-!?
How About Office Work?,
How About Being A Key Punch Operator?

Face Facts

What Is Economics?
The ABC's Of liettidg And Keeping A Job

Preparing Tie 'OD IIOU Want

Applyin6 For Th,,, Job You Want

On The job'
Budgeting
Labor !,nions

Health Rules- Tc Follow
Face Facts

Quizstr12

i-sriates

If You're Not Thim3 -k) College

Jobs and rr
Job Job That Goes Someplace
Job Attitude:' ,_ikingYoar Job and our Life
Job Attitudes: wily Work At All

High Schocl 1-,C,rY2 Selection And Your Career

Choosinr; Yor
Preparin Hr :orld of Work

An Overv:cw f leYlwr,-.:1 Education

Babysittinq
Yodr Futire .=le!,e--,tary Education

A New Lcok ;"4 Euinomics Careers

On the Tr3inees

0
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Resource Materials - filmstrips (cont.)

Guidance Associates

Career Discovery Series (Filmstrip-Record Set)
What You Should Know Before You Go To Work

Our Mon4y System
A New Horizon: Careers in School Food Services

Preparing For Jobs Of the 1970's
Your First Year In High School,

Job Attitudes: Trouble At Work
Four Who Quit
Dropping Out: Road to Nowhere

Vocational Education ,Productions

Careers In Ornamental Horticulture
Careers In Government Services
Careers In Farm Services
Careers In Fam Supplies
Careers In Natural Resources Management
Careers in Farm Machinery Sales and Service

Singer - SVE

Listening and Reading Skills
Job Opportunities Now
Preparing To Study
What Are Job Families?
Who Are You?
How To Take A Test

Why Study?
What Is A Job?
What Do You Like To Do?
What To Ask, How and Where to Find the Answers

Educational Projertiods Corporation

Finding Work: How One Goes Ai )ut It,-What to Expect

Looking For A Job
Filling Out An Application
Selecting A, Job

The Interview
Filling Out A Medical Record
Using the Want Ads
Answering The Wint Ads

Money Management Filmstrip Library

Be Credit Wise
Your Wardrobe and You
Your Money and You
Spending Your Food Dollars
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Resource Materials - kits (cont.)

KITS:

SRA

Worth Waiting For
Work Widening Occupational Roles
Job Experience Kit

Sextant Systems, Inr.

e
Junior Sextant Series Kit'

Careers Inc.

Careers Kit

BOOKLETS:

1 SRA

Job Family 5eries

Junior Guidance Series
What Job For Me
Senior Guidance Series

You Ahd Your Abilities
iiscovering Your Real Interests
twierstanding Our Economy

BOOKS:

SRA

Handbook of Job Facts
Directory of Vocational Training Sources
Occupational Information

McGraw Hill

Your 30 and Your ruture
Occupations and Careers

Dillion Press

Looking FOWard to a Career
\\

Inter ate Printers ti Publishers Co.
NN

Career Choice and Carr Preparation
.9

McKnight and McKn ht

Succeeding in The World of Work N

N



Resource Materials-books (cont.)

G and C Merriam Co.

Webster's 7th New Collegiate Dictionary

Or

U. S. De artment of Labor

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (classification)
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (definition)
Occupational Outlook Handbook

GAMES:

Lz_ Managing Your Money
Careers
Steady Job

119
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Suggested Activities:

1. Describe yourself in pictorial form.
2. Make a booklet on yourself.
3. Discuss ways people differ.
4. Write an autobiography.

5. Complete "sentence stems."
6. Construct a mobile.
7. -Discuss good study -habits.
8. Plan a weekend vacation.
9: Read the stock market report.

10. Take a personality test.
11. Respond to pictures of p0301e - guess what they are like.
12. Explore the want,ads.
13. Take an interest inventory test-1
14. Demonstrate one ability you have.
15. Give an interest inventory, form the profile and analyze the results.
16. Allow students to observe-people at work: (1)occupations at school,

(2) field trips to local industry.
17. Discuss the different types of abilities. -

18. Have students do a perception test and, form profile.
19. Role plata job intervibw.
20. Have students list five occupations related to each interest category.
1. Have students list activities they like to do.

'22. Use job experience kits.,

23. List 10 likes and dislikes aboUt people.
24. Check height and weight of-classmates. Discuss how physical characteristiLs

aii,..related to occupational opportunities.

25. Tape the voice of students. Discuss how voice and voice habits 'relate to
different occupations.'

26. Plan a weekend vacation.
27. Witho9t a field trip brainStorm: ('1) to identif as many jobs as possible

____in a locaj_supermJrket, discount store, etc., (2) identify occupations

within eadf,cluster.
28. Discuss' program within community college or technical institute catalog.
29. Make a new friend within the class. Find out: (a) likes and dislikes

(movies, games, habits, styles, etc.), (b) areas of excellence (sports,
dancing, hobbies, etc.,), (c) etc.

30. Role play An employment agency.
31. Have students write an "Ann Landers" type letter about any problem. (Do

not sign.), Counselor should follow-up problem expressed in- letters.
32. Roleplaying (parents, teachers, principal, employees, peers).
33. Play charades (occupational).
34. Research your favorite job.
35. Use ample resource personnel: (1) to change pace - avoid boredom, (2) to

provide occupational information in their field.

36. Complete.,n occupational puzzle.
37., Take d trip to comw,nity college or technical 'institute.
38. Make an assignment pad - explore the job of bookbinding.
39. Use pegboardto test speed'and finger dexterity.
40. Discuss the different interest categories.
41: Take trip to tne loral high school.
42. Provide ample n61 ti -media materials and equipment and schedule time for

students to: (1) learn_to opE:rate, (2) use as source of occupational

information, 43) further pursue. areas of high interest.,
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--? METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

4

In Developing_Indivi- dualized Instruction Materials by Johnson & Johnson,

readers are advised of the principal methods by which instruction is -pro-

vided. The following listing is merely topical. It is recommended that

since full descriptions of each method may be desired, teachers may wish

to make reference to the original material developed by Johnson & Johnson.

Comparative Analysis
Conference

ration

Diagn is

Dire ed Observation

Discussion
Dri 11

Experimentation
Field Experience
Field Trip
Group Work
Laboratory Experience
Lecture
Manipulative & Tactile Activity

Modeling & Imitation
Probl vi

Programmed Instruction

Project
Reading.
-Recitation
Role-'play

Seminar
Sensitivity Training
Shopwork
Skill Practice Session

A

1 24'
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LEARNING IS AN INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

:zIn a recent article by Rita and Kenneth Dunn entitled, "Kids Must Learn How to
41..earn.4 rone,--" many signifiCant points-are made that would contribute to a more effec-

,` . :tive, inikr;ictippal program-in our schools. Tne authors Suggest that for years educa-

.-tori,have been developing systems of instruction designed to effectively teach most

students. Each educator. developing a new method becomes so enthusiasti c about the
new ,approach that they tend tt treat it as a panacea.

.7"%.

)t is now ' apparelt that chi 1 dren learn through, uniquely di fferent pat,.,erns ; thus,'
a' one method should never be used. exclusively. Ideally, a wide range of alternatives

. snoirld:be provided that allow youngsters to learn individually according to the stu-

dent's .ow. n learning style.
S.

It. is unfortunate that most American chi ldren are not prepared for an' i pd.)
uP.ized learning approach. birth most children are conditioned to accept di rectfon
from others Ih" the home they continue to be di rected toward forms of ,.acceptabl e be-

havior, dress, social interaction, speech and play. In school they quickly learn that
they must adhere to the rules and regulations under which that school ope'rates; thus,
during most of their early years their lives are 'directed 'in such fashion as when and
how tc, awake; sat; 'dress, leave 'home, arrive elsewhere, play, work, study, rettrn home

and sleep, After-,from- to 15 years of structured, submissive,and 'directed b;ehavior,
it is unreal to expect Children to function effectively in an individualiZed program
that requires problem - solving ability,y, decision-making and individual self-organizatiori.
In fact, some ,c-bildren become disoriented when thrust from a total structured envi ton-

ment into such a setting, If individualized instruction is to be successful with these
'students, it is imperative that the process be gradual thus providing more independence
at,.3tudents indicate a capacity to select appropriate options and learn independently
Students cant he expected to ;lake an self-instructional 'decision without
first being taught Kow. Assisting students tkrobgh theiproces-ses, of selecting, locating,
decision- making, coo,peratino and evaluating demand varying amounts of teachers-. and
students' time, enerk, and competence. -Teachers and administrators must beseffectively
trained in these operatitlisif each student is ttY:sUcceed.

Learning in small groups 51s an important first .step in the transition from tradi-
tibnal education to the individualized teaching-learhing process. Techniques such a
circles 'of knowledge, team learning, case history, brain storming and simulation are
effective in the early stages. It also provides opportunities for small group inter-
action and group decision making to allay fear of failure or embarrassment. Typically,.
when errors are made, the responsibility is shared with the peer group which sharply
reduces individual attention or trauma. In addition, peer interaction creates a
sounding board suitable for comparing of ideas, reaching conclusions and suggesting
solutions or decisions to the group and teacher.

Establishing instruct ion areas or centers is a good second step in the process of
individualizing instruction. After students have exhibited the ability to learn effec-
tively in small groups, they "should be ready to begin working independently or with
partners in defined learning areas. Such instructional areas should be established to
provide a variety such as interest centers, game tables, little theaters 'and
corners, etc. Multi-instructional areas within the classroom encourages students to
carefully examine their objectives to determine resources through which they may ac-
hieve these,objectives and seek -means for evaluating personal progress.
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As studdnts start uti 1 i zi ng the .varied instructional areas , they must be taught

to Icicate and use- resources and info timi available to them, make notes o' what they1
_141414,0-dretteg-;er, identify ways of dem' ristXating learntd skills and evaluate and appraise

'their owr proT,sess. It is uopcytant that each of these instructional areas offer many

0", rtunities tnat require students to make choices as he progresses and evaluate se-
-

.

.

oil,, he has made. It is important that teachers remember that not all stclentsex-

intbl't i dentical readiness for' each phase of instruction at the same time; thus, when a

"stude i. needs to use a catalog, he sno104.be taught how, and when a filmstrip is torn,

be ,h7ould be taught how to repair it.

It is i,:;porta,it to build sel f-reliance in youngsters. as soon as they show readiness.

The teacher should avoid teaning the same task repeatedly, but should train 2 or 3

learners at on time who can then serve as peer instructors. This process serves as a ,

4 reinforcement for the "peer instructor."

Shortly after tne teacher' begins to use the process of individualized i nStruCti on ,

4hq s'oculd refine her di agnas ti c ski 1 Is... This cal is for careful stulent observation,

recording of student's strengths, interests, and varied learning stfles. Such observa-

tions anm 'Jformation should be the basis of the prescription that is developed for

each p.ipil. The teacner should also assess available resourA0t-i nol udi ng personnel

and identify ways to utilize them in the instrucfional program.

teacr S just embarking nto the individualization'-process should limit

, h efforts ,to one curriculum area - normally that area which she likes most or per

soafli feel; r'ost proficient. .Tl is area should be analyzed to determine precise:y

wnat i s iJ:.,;:rtant fur each student to learn, hold high degree of student interest 0

:k=r,c;cance cor specific students and special enrichment studies which could

o, %_lUc c..-,11.:u/131 *or inlividu.al class m2mbers. These curriculum concepts, facts or

Sk TYIC s_n ge Aentified as behavioral or performance objecti ves so that each

1,a;_tly what ne expected to learn, the degree of proficiency to be

ou th s ac;. maTy be demonstrated. Teachers should design their

tr.,%!) r-orif9.2 -to i flcrukle a xi oluT of multi-sensory activities thus eliminating

LI\ fent possible boredom which might result from infornati on presented

ar.; ti es provided in the "same old.-way."

-- -The at prescribtionS for students is the normal procedure Following stu-

d:it diac,.ros's and the development of behavioral or performance objectives. in the

4,4innid7 tne students' prescriptions should be relatively simple and as hi gh in

interest as possible. The early prescription may require considerable teacher pi darice

thrfiach scar: e c4 the wlous ctages. As students develop ki 1 1 in_fol lowing prescribed

ir-itrIfictior, the prescriptions should be adjusted to assist the 'students in becoming

relatively independent lea'rners. Options should still allow students .to work as indi-

__vidu.als, i tO d friend, or i n -small groups.

working on irAividualized.instruction, students will need-to learn how to.

°;1) ut i 1 their time 40 efforts wisely and efficiently; (2).work.wi',h others ±o

acWeve certain objectives; ( 3) evaluate persral progress.;. (4) makenotes of items

not e3,.ily committed to ir.eMc-y, and (5) use pre - testing techniques to assist them in

determining hoe much of what they are required to know remains to be learned Students

;;hould Learn'how, when, and from whom to obtain assistance and that it is occasionally

-%-impot'tallt to-wait patien-tly until such help can be provided.

Orcourse, ,ideally, students will progress along the individualizacion continu,,m,

radually becomingcoofident:and competent in this process. Ultimately, he should -be

bll to evaluate his orewth in terns of desired objectives without much assistance from

14,



the teacher. Finally, he may be able to design his own prescriptions which will

include clearly stated objectives, alternative resources, reporting-and activity

cptions, personal assessment instrument and a final assessment reached through

written, oral or performance means. This level of performance may be reached

quitkly by a few, withrey reasonable amount of time by many, and possibly never

by some students.

As the student exhibits more in pen ehce and his ability to teach himself

increases, he may well becopme totall ipd endent of the necessity for the pre-

scription structure. When this occurs, ^ should be encouraged to construct the

learning program that is uniquely his ctwn. 'Since, as mentioned-before, peer in-.

struction is a reinforcing tool and probably one of thOest ways to learn, this

student will undoubtedly become the teaching assistants or peers.as well as himself.

At thi,s point the student will have achieved mastery of total individualization of

the teaching-learning process.



LEARNING PRINCIPLES*

No. 1: READINESS

Learning is governed by the readiness of the learner.

No. 2: MOTIVATIQN

Intent to ',earn is necessary for purposeful learning.

No. 3: PERCEPTION

A person' tends to believe according to how he perce.ves .a situation.

/ No. 4 GOALS

GOaTs must be clearly in mind and accepted by the learner if adequate learning

is to take place.

No. b: INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Learning varies with the individual.

No. 6:. TRANSFER AND RETENTION

Learning is useful when a person can retain and apply it to new situations.

No. 7: COGNITIVE LEARNING
v

Cognitive learning involves recognition and/or discovery.

No. 8: AFFECTIVE LEARNING

An i ndi gaud) ss affective learning determines Show 'he relates himself to

new experiences.

No. 9: PSYCHOMOTOR LEARNING

*An individual is .psychOmotor Aarni ng determines how he is able to control hiss

muscular activity.

No. 10: EVALUATION

The kind, the exten.t and the -validity of evaluation affect present and

subsequent:



LEARNING PRINCIPLES

1. Readiness

Readiness is a condition of the individual which makes it possible to learn. There

are varying degrees of readiness for learning a particular task. If the learner is

not ready far a given task, he learns incompletely, is frustrated, may be blocked,

or has other problems. Readiness includes physical growth and maturation, intelli-

gence, background, of experienCes, previous learningmotivation, perception, and

probably other factors which make 1-1rning possible.

1. Individuals learn best if the tasks are closely related to their abil-

ities, interests, and backgrounds.
2. Readiness for learning must be assessed, not assumed. This means, for

example, that the teacher might administer a readiness test or observe

carefully the behavior of students as she teaches at tht,r presumed
level of readiness.

3. When individuals lack readiness for a task, the task should be post-

poned until readiness can be developed or the task can be restructured

to fit the learner.

4. Readinessfor learning reflects differences in kind as well as in degree.

For example, two indivi4uals with the same I. Q. might have different

patterns of mental abilities,

5. Materials, activities, and tasks must be varied according to the readiness

factors (cognitive, psychomotor, and affective) of the various learner.

2. Motivation

Motivation is a state of the learner which initiates activity, governs its direction,

and fosters perseverence, Young children are naturally curious and engage in explora-

tory activities-in the world in which they ltve. This curiosity ought to be encouraged

rather than inhibited by insistence oin a prescribed formula of educational sequence

taught to all learners in the same wa# at the same time.

1. Not only is the individual motivated by the need to satisfy ,various

deficiencies - biological, so0a; or emotional - but in addition he can be

motivated to enhance himself beyond his present standing-.

2. Knowledge of progress toward goal encourages continued effort. Experiences

of failure which do not mar t e learner's self-image can enhance his ability

to persevere ,n learning situ tions.

3. Motives governing behavior are nut always clear - even to the learner. For

example, the individual who seeks out particular help from a. teacher may be

moved more by a need far affection than a desire to achieve.

4. Motivation is influenced by personality variables, such as feelings of in-

feriority, hostility, or self- onfidence. Over- and under- achievers may

have personality problems.

5. Security and success in gpal a hievement tend to increase motivation to learn.

Failure may produce either increased or decreased motivation, depending on

other factors. Not everyone is motivated by the same thing or to do the same

thing,

6. Motivation increases if the learner has reason to believe that some of his

needs will be satisfied.
7. Praise and reproof from teachers, parents and peers significantly inflJence

motivation and behavior. The e-fects of praise are positive, but the effects
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of reproof are less predictable. Thus; reproof may motivate or dis-

courage a behavior with which it is associated.

8. Incentives and material rewards may sometimes be of value in classroom

situations. There is danger that the indiVidual will work for the reward

rather than learning per se.

9. Competition and incentive may be effective in motivating, but where chances

of success are perceived as only slight, competition may discourage motivation

towards the goal in question. When the learner can predict success all of the

time, his degree of maturation is reduced.

10. A favorable attitude toward learning is acquired by most individuals in the

course of sustained, satisfying learning experiences.

11. Where learning ,and activity can be related to the existing interest of the

learner, motivation At increased.

3. Perception

Perceptioi is the interpretation of situation. Each indiVidual perceives the

world differently, and these perceptions affect behavior. A teacher may acquire a

better uhl3erstanding of a student's behavior if he is sensitive to how the pupil per-

.
'ceives a given situation.

1. Each learner senses the world differently from other learners because

each learner has a different environment. All learners do not view the .

same environment in the same way.

2. The learner interprets his environment according tahis own goals, atti-

tudes, motives, past experiences, health, emotional state and abilities.

3. The ways one perceives hi-self are fundamental to_his behavior. In a

situation, the learner tends to act according -to-the- way he perceives

himself.

4. The learner can be helped by,providing opportunities for h;71 to evaluate

his own perceptions. The teacher can be a referent of reality. Desirable

behavior is dependent upon in accurate and realistic perception of a given

situatio-n. The teacher and:others can help the learner evaluate his own

perception.

5. Perception can be furthered by supplying to the learners views of what

may be perceived.

6. The accuracy of perception must be frequently checked. Group discussions

of problems. offer opportunities for individuals to clarify their own per-

ceptions.-

7. Stages of growth and development of the learner will influence his view

of himself.

'4. Goals

A goal the specific objective which one is attempting to obtain. This is dif-

ferent than purpose which may have a number of goals.

1. Goals should be commensurate with the abilities of the individual to

attain then.

2. Societal demands and the individual's needs must be considered when es-

tablishing goals.

3. The learner will accert a goal if he feels that his heeds will 66 met by

the task he undertakes.
The purposes of the teacher and learner should be closely related.
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5t Standards set by the 'various socia .. groups of which one is a member and

standards set by peers and authority figures may influence goal-setting

behavior by an individual Pressures to conform to standards tend to

produce rigid behavior and inhibit cr-L4Ativity, the over-achiever often

adopts compulsive and rigid behavior.

6. The degree of active involvement of the learner influences his goal-setting

behavior, The extent of the learner's commitment influences his achievement.

7. The learner's feeling about his worth and his ability affect his goal-setting

.
behavior,- if failure to attain the goal threatens the self-concept, the per--

son may raise his sights for social prestige or lower them to avoid failure.

8. The goals to be sought in satisfying needs frequently must be shOwn the learher.,

Various goals could satisfy a given need and various needs can bi satisfied by'

given goals The teacher's ability to nelp students formulate clear and appro-

priate goals becomes very important.

5. Individual Differences

Teaching must take account of individval differenbes in learners.if all students in a

class are to achieve maximum learning Differences become more marked as students

grow older. Teaching only one level fails to be effective for all pupils. One heeds

to understand the backgrounds, emotions, motives and abilities of each learner and

adapt the learning materials and tasks accordingly.-

1. The learner should be helped to understand his assets and timitations ancy-

to expect differences in tasks, activities, and accomplishments,

2. The learner needs to recognize hi.s potentials and should be helped to plan

and carry out pis own activities.

3. The learner tends to select from an experience that which is consistent with

his past experiences and which he feels will have meaning -for him. A learner,

responds differently from other learners to a camon experience because of

his perception of that experience.

4, The learner needs a wide variety of tasks, materials, and methods consistent

with his goals, interests and background
5- Opportunities for learning are enhanced wher an individual not tnr6atened

by his Environment, thus feels free to engar3e in learn,nd act:iities Wheh

a learner has freedom to think and act as an ide.aidual. oroo;eg

motivation and create efforts are increa,,e0

6. The learner who TS encouraged t develop ni, strengt;is ,earns more and

snows eagerness to learn, :f his weaknesset are stressed, ne shows dissati-

facticn for learning_

6 Transfer drd Retention

When whate.er is learned in one situation is used in a new or different situation,

transfer of learning occurs, Retention is the abili-ty to use again. Materials

learned and retained can he used by the.12arner tor application to new situations

1. intent to learn and remember fosters retention. Active attempts to recall

or recite uteridl to be'learned improve retention.

2. Material that is meaningful to thb learner is retained best.

3 Retention is affected by the setting (psychological and phys-ical) in wnicn

the learning oas acquired. Practic,_: should be in a realistic setting.

4 Distributed practice (drill) favors retention, However, some important

leanings are acquired which may need very little drill- Learning, sessions

wr.ich are distributed or broken into smaller units of time produce learning

zi)
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which is better retained titan learning in longer sessions. The length of

a learning or practice session may sometimes be determined by the internal

logic or structure of the material to be learned and by the,berc-eived need

of the learner.
5. Review of factual material, skills, or concepts increases retention and

transfer value. (If too much review is needed, the original materials may

have lacked significance to the learner.)

6. Learning tends to occur when the activities lead to satisfying consequences.

7. Personal attitudes, feeling or emotional states of tne learner lead to

"selective forgetting." Thus, disagreeable materials may not be as well re-

tained as material which the learner finds pleasant.

8. Interference in learning may occur when new-but similar initial learning is

increased when a new but similar learning is required.

9. KnowlecLgeof concerts. principles, and generalizations will be retained

better and will transfer more effectively than knowledge of facts and

terminology Transfer is furthered by relating applications for principles

learned and by illustrating similar elements.

10. Transfer of learning to new situations is facilitated (not guaranteed)

when useful relationships in unique, but somewhat similar, situations are

determlned.

11. The final phases of learning shenld include efforts to draw generalizations.

These, in turn, asst in retention and transfer.

7. Cognitive Learning

Cognitive learning includes rote association, concept formation, problem-finding

and problem-solving skills, from which new modes of behavior are formed. Thinking,

reasoning, evaluating, and imagining are mental acts related to cognitive learning.

The learning occurs at levels of complexity-and requires various mental activities.

1 Attention must be focused on relevant aspects of the environment before

cognitive learning can take place. The learner needs to direct his at-

tention properly i if cognitive learning is to occur.

2. The outcomes of cognitive learning will vary depending upon the levels

and kinds of individual differences of learners.

J. Forms of readiness - vocabulary, reading ability, mental ability, and

experiences di rectly affect cognitive learning.

4. Learning experiences must be-orgarfized into appropriate units.

5. When presenting concepts, meaningfulness is essential. Searching behavior,

application, formal definition, and evaluation are needed to make sure that

concepts are meaningful.

6. In problem solving, the learner must be aided to define and limit the

problem, to find necessary information, to interpret and analyze this

problem, and be permitted divergent thinking.

7. Attention to mental processes, rather than to cognitive and affective

outcomes, favors problem solving, analysis, synthesis and reasoning.

8. Affective Learning

Affective learning includes values, emotions, motives, interests and attitudes.

The learner may not be consciously aware of some affective learnings. Affective

learnings include the original bases for, and the present forms of, the individual's

values, emotions, motives, interests and attitudes.

1. Most 1"e -situatises have an affective aspect.
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2. How a learner adjust and reacts to situations will have an impact upon
and will influence his affective learnings.

3- At times, important values: acquired during the childhood years remain
relatively undifferentiated throughout life. Undifferentiated values,

attitudes and feelings may arrest his overall development.

4. Attitudes and values are frequently acquired through identification With
other individuals rather than by direct teaching.

5. Attitudes are modified more easily as the result of pleasing experience.
6. A learner's values are influenced by a group's standards of behavior.

7. School learning and mental health are related. Students in good mental

health tend to learn more readily than those with problems.
8. Affective learnings may be developed or modified through interaction

between the teacher and-the class.
9. The learner may be assisted to maturity by helping him to recognize

and understand his attitudes, feeliogs, and emotions. Respect for the

learner's attitudes, feelings, and frustrations is necessary to help him

gain self-understanding and maturity.

Psychomotor Learning

Psychomotor learning has both mental and physical aspects.

1. In any given task a group will have wide variation in basic psychomotor

abilities.
2. The psychomotor development of a given learner occurs unevenly.

3. An individual's skeletal-muscular structure and nervous system help

determine his level of psychomotor performance.
A._ Through play and informal activities the learner gains increasing control

of his movements.
5. With Physical and mental maturity, the learner's ability to integrate and

refine movements is enhanced.

6. Environmental-factors affect the type and extent of the psychomotor per-

formance f)f the individual.

7. A well-conceived explanation, demonstration, and active participation by

the learner increase the efficience of psychomotor learning.

8. Appropriate practice, spaced at given intervals, enchances psychomotor

learning, Meaningful practice should includea complete sequence of the

motor act. Spacing cannot be done purely on a timed basis.

9. Ucessive practice may result in fatigue which often results in a lower

level of performance.

10. Psychomotor tasks to difficult for the learner may result in frustration

and early fatigue.

10. Evaluation

the. practice of evaluation m, es it po.,,sible fr individual to assess progress .

toward previously identified goals. An individ.a.'s evaluation f his learning is

influenced by his freedom to evaluate. EValuation includes an awareness on the part

of an individual of his level of performance, motivationsfor learning, and readiness

to learn. The learner, interacting with other human beings in assessing his learning

experiences, (nay improve his ability to evaluate experiences. Objective evaluation

of one's own experiences is dil'icult, 'e knowledge is brought to, and insights

are gained about an experiencf dhen the arner shares with interested informed persons.

1. Evaluation gives -,e-ning t') learning and provides new direction to the.

learning.
1 -



2. When goals and evaluation are seen in relationship, the evaluation
becomes more meaningful to the learner.

3. Teacher evaluation practices influente what the learner engages in

and learns.
4. Evaluation of progress toward a goal is enhanced when the teacher and

the learner exchange and accept each other's thoughts, feelings, and

observations.
5. Lack of, or incomplete evaluation reduces the teacher's ability to serve

.the learner. Conversely, comprehensive evaluations enhance the learner's

abilities to do self-evaluation.
6. When persistent emphasis is placed upon the teacher's evaluation of the

learner's performance, patterns of dependency, withdrawal and hostility
may develop.

7. The peer group can be useful in evaluation.

*Total content from Teacher's Handbook prepared and distributed by State Superintendent

of Schools, Madison, Wisconsin.
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"INTERPRETATION OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION"

"Individualized Instruction," Mildred McQueen
SRA Research Report

11_1g Education Digest, pg. 25-28,-April, 1971

Ideal school program = one in which the student moves along at his own pace of
learning in a curriculum designed to meet his needs. This is also known as in-

dividualized ins truction.

Basic to an individualized learning approach is the role of the teacher to:

a, motivate pupils

b. make students curious about learning by creating an atmosphere that
makes them want to try something different.

This may be partly achieved through:

maintaining warm relationships with student
0

seeking new ways to make learning exciting

proving guided selection of activities by students

listing the skills the student is to develop

. analyzing student characteristics in selecting-objectives, sequence of
study and materials and methods.

reinforcing positive behaviors rather than punishing negative ones

using objectives stated in behavioral terms

providing multiple activities

. determining time for study of a concept on the basis of student performance

evaluazing students on basis of objectives selected rather than against
other students - extensive use of pre- and post- tests and self-tests

O
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Planning Student Learning Experiences

In designing learning experiences for students, it is very important to remember

several criteria. They are as follows:

1. Plan a variety of experiences whereby students learn through
reading, writing-, seeing, listening, doing, and communicating

with others .

2. Make sure the activities follow the criteria outlined in a
prexiousiy developed objective.

3. Allow "sufficient time" for students to complete the activity
and attain the level of competence required in the objective.

4. Develop clear and concise instructions as to what the student

will do.

5. Make the learning conditions as related as possible to the
conditions in which the task will _be performed-later.

6. Develop a logical sequence.

7. Make certain that all materials, equipment, and supplies necessary

fc the learning experience are provided.

Some suggested component parts of a lesson may include:

1. Rationale

2, Overall objective

3. Specific objectives
4. Pre,test,

5. Description of learning

6. Post-test
7. Evaluation
8. Bibliography (materials

experience (instructions)

, equipment, ana cupplies).
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TRADITIONAL TEACHING VERSUS INDIVIDUALIZED TEACHING*'

The following dialogue is designed to show differences in the organization of an imag-

inary-classroom situation in which "traditional-teaching" versus "individualized
teaching".is being taught. -The intent is to show the worse features of the. traditional

_ situation and the optimum features of the individualized situation.

TRADITIONAL TEACHING
(average variety)"

I sit (or stand) at the
:head of the class.

All thirty of my students are
lined up in desks facing me.

I conduct the class. I tell the

students what to do and when to
do i t.

I talk a good deal of the time.
One of rry favorite expressions is
"pay attention, please."

All of my classes study the same

units at die same time.

They all use the same textbooks, do
the same assignmentsi, and take the

same tests.

INDIVIDUALIZED TEACHING
(ideal variety)

There is not a front or back to the
class. I have a desk in one corner

where I sometimes talk with indivi-
dual students. Most of the time I
move about observing and helping in-
dividual students.

Students are scattered all over the
room, busy at many different activities.
Several students are out of the room

working at resoure centers and labora-

tories in the school building.

I work most of the time with individual
students or small groups. The students
themselves decide what to do and when to

do it. .

I talk very little, but the children
talk a great deal, in pairs and in
groups. My favorite expression is
"lets see if ,you can figure it out.".

My students set their own schedules,
select behavioral objectives, and progress
at their own -rate of learning with Illy

guidance. No more than a fevi students are
likely to -b-e-doieg the same thing in any

unit of instruction.

Each st "dent chooses his own instructional
materials from the classroom resource cen-
ter and school media center. There are

no total 'class assignMents. Tests are

primarily to diagnose a student's achieve-

. ment and/or problems' so that he can be

helped to learn better.

8
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Many students dislike school.
0

For me, teaching at its best is .

a rather dull job; at its worst,
it is an exhausting job of dis-
cipling children who just aren't
interested and won't pay any .

attention.

Most students find school exciting.

I find teaching a delightful way to make
a, living - -no papers to grade (children

correct their own mistakes). Discipline
is not a problem because each child does
what he wishes and is able to do it in
an atmosphere of freedom, acceptance,.
and approva).

*Originarsource unknown; information has been-modified.
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